WALTER R. SMITH LTD.
AQUARISTS
Reptiles — Amphibians

Stoves Enamelled Wrought Iron Units, Corner Bowls
and Bow Fronts.
Angle Iron Aquariums, Frames and Stands.
Odd sizes made to order — guaranteed square and free
from warps.

DISTRIBUTOR OF:—
- AQUARIST, FOYLES, T.F.H., AND WATER LIFE
  PUBLICATIONS
- HARD AND SOFT COVER BOOKS 10/6 upwards
- METAFRAME AQUARIUMS, COVERS AND
  STANDS
- ALUMINIUM SHADES
- ARBE AQUARIUMS—SPECIAL STANDS
  STOCKED
- MOULDED PLASTIC AQUARIUMS AND
  COVERS
- MERCURY, SPIRIT AND DUMMY
  THERMOMETERS
- MINI, NO MATCH, HURRICANE, SUMMIT,
  RENA, ZOEBERKO AND MIRACLE AERATORS
- POWER FILTERS—EHEIM, MIRACLE, DYNAPLLO
- BREEDING TRAPS, REJECTORS, SEDIETS AND
  ALL MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
- ES-ES PRODUCTS—ELECTRICAL AND GENERAL
- HYFLU PUMPS, CLAMPS, COVER CLIPS, ETC.
- LIVERINE AND WINDMILL PRODUCTS
- MARLEYS FOODS, TETRAMIN AND
  TETRAMenu
- GLAZING COMPOUNDS—ARBOLET, GLASTICON "98" Soft, BLACK MAGIC
- AQUAFERN, COLORFERN AND PLASTIC
  PLANTS
- DATUM FOODS, FILTER MEDIUMS AND PEAT
  CULTURES
- CONSTAT THERMOSTATS
- WHITE, GRINDAL AND MICRO WORM
  CULTURES
- ALL FEEDING AND AERATING APPLIANCES
- HYKRO AND GRO-WEL PRODUCTS
- GRAVEL, ARTIFICIAL ROCKWORK, PLANTS
- LAKELAND FIBRE GLASS POOLS, ATOLL
  PACKS
- REMANOID POOLS, POLYTHENE SHEETING
- OTTER, HIPPO AND STOKES PUMPS

Polished Stainless Steel Frames and Aquariums
24", 30", 36", 48"—15" high, 12" wide

Retail price list—October 1967—16d. inc. postage

39 TIB STREET, MANCHESTER, 4.
Show room: 16 Whittle Street, off Tib Street
Telephone: DEAnsgate 2961

M. & R. (DOG-FISH) LTD.
presents

Marine Tropicals, plus the usual large varieties of
tropical fish.
Always in stock Eheim filter, Ozonisor, Reactor, Wiss
pumps, Automatic fish feeder, Metaframe tanks, etc.
And new Gro-Lux tubes 24" and 36".
(cannot be sent by post)

466 PAXLEY ROAD WEST, GLASGOW, S.W.1
Telephone: 188/03 3415
Open Sundays 11 a.m.—2 p.m.

PHILLIPS
The finest fish food

For Tropicals and Cold-water Fish. Two balanced, scientifically
blended and nourishing foods.
Extra high in protein and rich
in vitamins and minerals, Phillips Fish
Foods contain: dried shrimp, dried
meat meal, white fish meal, alfalfa, milk
powder, cod-liver oil, wheat germ
and yeast — scientifically blended for
balanced nutrition. Always buy
Phillips, the Fish Food you can
trust.
Coarse grade for Cold-water Fish 1/2
Fine grade for Tropicals 1/6

*Phillips Cold-water Fish Food contains
SAPROGENIN to protect against the ravages
of "common worm" fungus.
Phillips Yeast Products Limited,
A

1,000,000

Fish to feed, just imagine!

This is the job of two of Great Britain's professional fish breeders and wholesalers—R. J. Whitwell, Colchester and South Coast Aquatic Nurseries Ltd. Colnbrook.

From all the flake foods available they choose

"KINGFISH"

NUTRITION FLAKES

to keep their fish in first class condition

be advised by the professionals

CHANGE TO "KINGFISH"

and see the improvement in your stock

Costs no more than ordinary flake

2/9 — 5/6 — 15/6

at all good aquarist shops

AQUATIC HOBBY LTD.

132 OLD WARGRAVE ROAD,

TWYFORD, BERKS.

"In response to public demand a Kingsize pack will be available shortly at 7/0-"
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A
1,000,000
Fish to feed, just imagine!
This is the job of two of Great Britain’s professional fish breeders and wholesalers—R. J. Whitwell, Colchester and South Coast Aquatic Nurseries Ltd. Colnbrook.
From all the flake foods available they choose
"KINGFISH"
NUTRITION FLAKES
to keep their fish in first class condition
be advised by the professionals
CHANGE TO "KINGFISH"
and see the improvement in your stock
Costs no more than ordinary flake
2/9 — 5/6 — 15/6
at all good aquarist shops
AQUATIC HOBBY LTD.
132 OLD WARGRAVE ROAD,
TWYFORD, BERKS.
*In response to public demand a Kingsize pack will be available shortly at 70/-
Christmas suggestions from Inter-Pet

**Dynaflo**
The Silent compact Filter to keep your fish healthy. Standard model £5 17 6.
Large model £6 12 6.

**Bubble-up**
The best air-operated. Outside filter. 35/-.

**The Innes Book**
Filled with information for the beginner and enthusiast. 29/6.

**Metaframe**
- worlds most popular
Stainless Steel Aquariums.
  - 2 gallons
  - 105 gallons.
  - 35/- to £66 6 0.

**Stowalite Hood**
(as illustrated)
from 55/4.
Knock Down
Stand 16” to 30”
all £5 10 2.
Inter-Pet

These are but a few of our 140 lines. For further details please write to:

Inter-Pet

CHURCH STREET: DORKING: SURREY

Telephone: Dorking 320213

Swirl-Away

Inter-Pet new.

4/16 each.

Inter-Pet Polymer.

Wool for filtration.

Jumbo pack 30/1.

Long John

Inter-Pet Mini Pump

Low priced, and efficient for 1 or 2 tank.

Submersible Heater.

Thermostat. 35/1.
fish — plants — tank accessories

ANGLIAN AQUATICS

"Where to find us and what we've got"

We are 3 miles South West of Cambridge on the main A.603 just through Barton. Our Premises are open seven days a week from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. We specialise in high quality fish and plants and 50% of our fish are home-bred. Our fish-house has 70 tanks and our reptile room some 20 or so terrariums. We have just started the construction of another fish-house with 250 tanks as a breeding-house. This will be open early 1968.

WHY NOT PAY US A VISIT

339 Wimpole Road,
BARTON, CAMBRIDGE
Phone:— COMberton 352
To be published November 25th

CORAL FISHES
THEIR CARE & MAINTENANCE

This book is an extremely comprehensive collection of facts about marine life, assembled after years of practical research under the sea, in the aquarium and in the laboratory. Chapters on: Ozone; Diseases—diagnoses and cure; Water Filtration; Invertebrates; Poisoning; Feeding; Plants; Breeding.

by
T. RAVENSDALE,
F.B.I.S., F.M.S.S., A.M.Z.S.

256 PAGES, 175 FULL COLOUR PLATES. Durable attractive binding. This book will be sought after by Aquarists the world over.

50/-

From Bookshops and Petshops or direct from

JOHN GIFFORD LTD.
125 CHARING CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.C.2
HAPPY CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

Choose from our vast range of
TROPICAL FISH
AQUATIC PLANTS
AQUARIUM SUPPLIES
MARINE FISH
BOOKS & ACCESSORIES

Aquariums of all sizes, including bow sets displayed in our showroom next door.

TO ALL DEALERS AND HOBBYISTS

we proudly present

THE "VERBRO"
STAINLESS STEEL AQUARIUM

combining
ELEGANCE
and
QUALITY
with
ECONOMY

COSTS LITTLE MORE THAN THE OLD FASHIONED ANGLE IRON TANKS

Trade enquiries to:-
VERRINDER BROS.
The Retreat
Thornton Heath
Surrey
Telephone Livingstone 2784
MANUFACTURERS OF ALL TYPE OF AQUARIA
PUTTING LIFE INTO YOUR FISH —AND KEEPING IT THERE!

What's in a name? Where Flake Fish Foods are concerned, it can be the difference between long life or early death for your pets—more precisely, between their safety and survival. A fish doesn't know what he puts inside him. But you ought to, if you don't wish to watch your aquarium turn into a watery grave. And the only way you can make sure your tropical fish eat the right food, the safe food, is to use TetraMin products. One reason is shown in the photograph above of one of our lab workers testing percentage of protein content in some TetraMin ingredients. Proxin is the essential nutrient for animal bodies. It is by such constant research and experimentation in our world-famous German laboratories that we now know more than anyone else about the best proportion and kind of basic protein particles (amino acids). This is the knowledge you buy when you buy TetraMin. Knowledge that means longer life for your fish.

YOUR FISH PLAY SAFE WITH TetraMin

Send a self-addressed stamped envelope for FISH FEEDING GUIDE to:
HERB-ROYAL LIMITED - TetraMin DIVISION - COLLEY LANE ESTATE - BRIDGWATER - SOMERSET
TELEX: PRONTO BNTR 4630
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MARSHALL'S
AQUARIA
26, WESTBURY LANE, BUCKHURST HILL, ESSEX

Phone: BUC 4708

It is quite easy to get to Buckhurst Hill. By tube train on the Central Line thirty-five minutes from West End, and we are three minutes from Buckhurst Hill station. Or by bus route 20, 38A, 167 to Bald Faced Stag, five minutes walk from shop.

Minimum fish order £3 plus 15% carriage etc., please state nearest Main Line Station.

OPEN SIX DAYS A WEEK 10.00 A.M. TO 6.00 P.M. (CLOSED TUESDAYS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LIVERBREEDERS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Veiltail Guppies</td>
<td>2 for 60¢</td>
<td>4 for 1.00</td>
<td>6 for 1.50</td>
<td>8 for 1.75</td>
<td>10 for 2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snakekin</td>
<td>75¢</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>3 for 80¢</td>
<td>6 for 1.00</td>
<td>9 for 1.25</td>
<td>12 for 1.50</td>
<td>15 for 1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyraeal</td>
<td>3 for 80¢</td>
<td>6 for 1.00</td>
<td>9 for 1.25</td>
<td>12 for 1.50</td>
<td>15 for 1.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valera</td>
<td>6 for 1.50</td>
<td>9 for 2.00</td>
<td>12 for 2.50</td>
<td>15 for 3.00</td>
<td>18 for 3.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberty</td>
<td>8 for 1.75</td>
<td>12 for 2.50</td>
<td>18 for 3.00</td>
<td>24 for 4.00</td>
<td>30 for 4.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splendid</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Swordtails</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Wagtail Platy</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonnet Variegata</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RASBORAES</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moonlight Gourami</td>
<td>4 for 1.00</td>
<td>6 for 1.50</td>
<td>8 for 2.00</td>
<td>10 for 2.50</td>
<td>12 for 3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Spot</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opaline</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwarf</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwarf</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Spot (Jumbo)</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TOOTHCARPS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harlequin</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firetail Rasbora</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Rasbora</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green Rasbora</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Rasbora</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACINS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neon B for 60¢</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ternet</td>
<td>6.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gloster</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-ray Fish</td>
<td>12.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red-eyed Tetra</td>
<td>24.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lemon</td>
<td>48.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splashe</td>
<td>88.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosasena</td>
<td>176.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Characins</td>
<td>352.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cardinals</td>
<td>704.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Widows</td>
<td>1408.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anostomus Anostomus</td>
<td>2816.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rainbow Tetra</td>
<td>5632.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Hatchets</td>
<td>11264.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harla Hatchets</td>
<td>22528.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CICHLIDS</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nannacara Anosoma</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fram襕e</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niger Chihi</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Aspar</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange Chromide</td>
<td>8.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large Evans</td>
<td>16.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LAYBURNTH</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fighting Male</td>
<td>75¢</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PLANTS IN STOCK</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cryptonol賴oza</td>
<td>31.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canna</td>
<td>62.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zantedeschia</td>
<td>125.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuber</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaryllis</td>
<td>500.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gladiolus</td>
<td>1000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anemone</td>
<td>2000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fritillaria</td>
<td>4000.00</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please send S.A.E. for price lists.
Please address all correspondence at address above.
KEITH BARRACLOUGH one of Britain's leading stockists of TROPICAL FISH & AQUARIISTS' EQUIPMENT

A FEW IDEAS FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR THE AQUARIIST

And for more helpful suggestions, complete the coupon below for your copy of our Aquarists’ Bible.

EVERYTHING FOR THE MARINE AQUARIUM INCLUDING:

Tanks
Hydrometers
Fishes
Corals
Shells
Books etc.

Senior F.h. test kits
Junior F.h. test kits

COMPLETE AQUARIUM KIT comprises all that is needed to establish your aquarium . . . just add water, fish and plants! Set includes a superb quality stainless steel-framed tank and reflector. Complete with light bulbs and wiring, with automatically controlled heater, thermometer, air pump, filter and air diffuser, sand-bed, net, glass, cleaner, planning stick and instruction booklet. Tank sizes, including reflector: 2ft. 9in. long x 1ft. 6in. wide x 12in. high.

COMPLETE 451 : £ 6 plus £ 1.99 carriage

AND BOOKS GALORE! "Vista" aquarium paperbacks (10 for £ 1 plus 2/- postage) include:

Diseases of Tropical Fish
Breeding Aquarium Fish
Plants...

& a selection of more expensive books:

Encyclopedia of Tropical Fish, by Audrided... 45/-

Salt-Water Aquarium Fish, by Audrided... 65/-

Aquarium Plans...

Fresh Water Fishes of the World, by Sterke... 84/-

Aquarium Care, by Sterke... 75/-

TERMS

Cash with order.

Mail order delivery: by return throughout the country (fish by rail).

LIVE delivery guaranteed.

To: Keith Barracough, Aquarist, 586 Great Horton Road, Bradford 7.
Please send me a copy of your Aquarists' Bible, 11 envelopes in stamps to cover postage.
NAME
ADDRESS

(Black carbon, please)

KEITH AQUARIST BARRACLOUGH

586, Great Horton Road, Bradford 7
Tel: Bradford 73372
Open daily 9 a.m. to 6.30 p.m.; 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Each Friday: Half-day closing Wed. 1 p.m.

COME AND VISIT US WHEN YOU ARE NEAR BRADFORD. You can park as long as you want outside the shop.
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"The following fish and plants were available at the time of going to press"
New

THE MOST EXCITING RANGE OF BOOKS* FOR AQUARIUM ENTHUSIASTS IN FULL COLOUR

enjoy a
SALTWATER AQUARIUM

know how to
BREED TROPICAL FISH

The Enjoy Series
32 pages
3/- each

The Know Series
64 pages
7/- each

All these to choose from
• Enjoy Your Angelfish
• Enjoy Your Barb
• Enjoy Breeding Egglayers
• Enjoy your Catfish
• Enjoy Your Cichlids
• Enjoy Your Discus
• Enjoy Your Fighting Fish from Siam
• Enjoy Your Goldfish
• Enjoy Your Gouramis and Other Anabantids
• Enjoy Your Fancy Guppies
• Enjoy Your Guppies
• Enjoy Your Killifish
• Enjoy Your Mollys
• Enjoy Planting Your Aquarium
• Enjoy Your Platy and Swordtails
• Enjoy a Salt Water Aquarium
• Enjoy Your Tetras
• Prevention And Care - Tropical Fish Diseases
• Enjoy Your Tropical Fish Picture Book

PLUS 96 OTHER VOLUMES ON PETS OF EVERY KIND

"Copyright throughout the United Kingdom"

At Your Pet Shop

From
PET LIBRARY LIMITED
30 Borough High Street, London SE1. Telephone: 01-407 3668/9
Arieston, Wellington, Salop. Telephone: OWL 2 2854
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NEW!
- from America!

FOR YOUR AQUARIUM GRO-LUX

gives BRILLIANT colour

ensures HEALTH of fish

so SIMPLE to install

send for literature now

The Vivarium
by George F. Hervey & Jack Hems
Illustrated by Eileen M. Hill

Reptiles and Amphibians are becoming increasingly popular as pets, but very few books explaining how to care for them in health and sickness are available. In The Vivarium the authors, whose practical experience of keeping reptiles and amphibians both indoors and out of doors extends back for more than a quarter of a century, tell the reader all he needs to know about how to keep these animals in captivity.

16s
FABER & FABER

It's a fishy business...

...and worth looking into

As well as the usual Guppies, Neons and Platies, you will find such varieties here as

ABRAMITES, EXODONS, LEPORINUS
GARFISH, SCATS, CHALCINUS and
ALBINO SAILFIN MOLLIES

Also plenty of plants, tanks, books, equipment and a good line in helpful service and advice.

New acclimatised quarantined MARINES always in stock together with all the equipment you may need.

Portswood Pet and Aquatic Centre
119 Portswood Road, Southampton
Tel: 56565

THE AQUARIST
One of England’s foremost Aquarists that you can rely on

Is there a finer selection of tropical, marine tropical and coldwater fishes in England?

Our quality and prices are unbeatable

Now arriving regularly marine and freshwater tropicals from all over the world

Wholesale orders executed immediately

Approximately 40 varieties of marine tropicals usually in stock.

Chiswick Aquaria
136, Chiswick High Road, London, W.4
Cables: Chisqua, London, W.4
Telephone: 01-994 6549

Plants, accessories, birds, birdcages, exhibitions and installations.

We have a very large selection of equipment which would make admirable Christmas gifts
Shirley Aquatics Ltd.
WATER PLANT NURSERIES AND FISH HATCHERIES—Phone: SHIRLEY 1300
Stratford Road, Monkspath, Shirley, Solihull, Warwickshire

COLOURED CORALS
RED—ORANGE—BLUE
Assorted parcels (by post)
£3 £5 £7–10 £10

NEW AFRICAN DWARF CICHLIDS
PSEUDOTROPHEUS AURATUS £7.10, pair
PSEUDOTROPHEUS ZEBRA £10.10, pair
PSEUDOTROPHEUS ELONGATUS £7.10, pair
PSEUDOTROPHEUS NOVEMFASCICATUS £10. pair
LABEOTROPHUS FUELLEBORNII £12.10, pair
LABEOTROPHUS TREWAVASAE £20, pair

These beautiful highly coloured mouthbreeders compete with coral fishes for brilliance. (See September Aquarist)

AQUARIUM PLANTS!
KING APONOGETON
(True A. Uliaceae)
LARGE SPROUTING TUBERS
10/- each 3 for 20/-
Post Free

MARINE TROPICALS
SPECIAL OFFERS
ANEMONE AND PAIR OF CLOWNS £5
ANEMONE AND PAIR OF DAMSELS £4

Wonderful selection of quarantine acclimatized fishes, including Heniochus, Tangs, Triggers, Angels, Bat Fish, Wrasse and many unusual species. Also Living Corals and Invertebrates.

TROPICAL & HARDY AQUARIUM PLANTS OVER 200 SPECIES GROWN, SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 2 miles from Birmingham, Midland "Red" Bus No. 150 from Bus Station, Birmingham, pass the door, slight at "The Crown", Monkspath.
HOURS OF BUSINESS—Weekdays 10 a.m.—5 p.m. Sundays 10 a.m.—12.30 p.m., for sale of plants only.
CLOSED ALL DAY EVERY MONDAY

TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order 45 lb, insulated container and carriage £6. Cold water minimum order £3 plus 10/- container. Plants by post (minimum order 10/-) please add 2/6 post and packing.
This Christmas better buy a book! It’s such a welcome gift!

T.F.H.
offers the following suggestions

150/- The incomparable Loose-leaf ‘Exotic Tropical Fishes’ by Axelrod, Vorderwinkler, Emmens, Scultorpe, etc. Really four books in one. Aquarium management, Exotic Aquarium plants, Commercial raising of fish, Exotic Tropical fishes. Supplements free every month in the ‘Tropical Fish Hobbyist’ keep this book completely up to date.

75/- ‘Exotic Tropical Fishes’ (Bound Edition).

75/- ‘The Encyclopedia of Water Plants’ by D. Jiri Stodola.

70/- ‘Illustrated Dictionary of Tropical Fishes’ by Hans Frey.

65/- ‘Saltwater Aquarium Fishes’ by Dr. H. Axelrod and W. Vorderwinkler.

65/- ‘The Encyclopedia of Tropical Fishes’ by Dr. H. Axelrod and W. Vorderwinkler.

60/- ‘Goldfish Pools, Water Lilies and Tropical Fishes’ by Dr. A. L. Thomas Jnr.

36/- ‘Tropical Fish Hobbyist’ Magazine. A subscription for a whole year (12 issues) costs only 36/- posted direct to you. The Christmas present that lasts a whole year and brings you the world’s most colourful, largest selling aquarium magazine plus free supplements for your loose-leaf ‘Exotic Tropical Fishes’ every month.

32/-6 ‘Keeping and Breeding Tropical Fishes’ by Dr. C. W. Emmens.

32/-6 ‘Marine Tropicals’.


12/- ‘All about Aquariums’ by Earl Schneider.

12/- ‘All about Guppies’ by Leon Whitney and Paul Hahnel.

12/- ‘All about Breeding Tropical Fishes’.

9/- ‘The Educational Aquarium’.


6/- ‘Garden Pools’ by Paul Stetson.

6/- ‘Guppies’ by Dr. H. Axelrod and W. Whitten.

6/- ‘Aquarium Fish Diseases’ by Dr. Rolf Geissler.

The world’s finest tropical fish books are in the shops now!

T.F.H. put them there . . . . just for you

T.F.H. PUBLICATIONS (LONDON) LTD. 13 Nutley Lane, Reigate, Surrey.
Telephone: REIGATE 47305
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xv
SHOP WINDOW

- DUMPY Thermometer
  - 6.6

- MINOR
  - Thermostat
  - 10/- & 12.6

- FLEXIBLE Heater
  - 19/4

- PRESET-MATIC
  - 24/10

- WHITE SPOT REMEDY
  - 4/-

- DIAL-O-MATIC
  - 41.3

THE AQUARIST
FROM YOUR 'Es-Es' DEALER

(It is regretted that we cannot supply direct)

Manufactured by

SINGLETON BROS (Electronics) LTD
TRURO HILL, PENRYN, CORNWALL

November, 1967
SPECIAL PLANT COLLECTIONS (post only)

All post enquiries: 111 Goldhawk Road, W.12.
3s. post and packing on all collections
It may be necessary to substitute certain plants
owing to the time of year.

TROPICALS
A
- 15 plants including
  Dwarf Lily, Cryptocoryne
  Water iris, etc.
  £1

B
- Vallisneria
- Micro Sag.
- Ludwigia
- Elodea Dens
- Amazon Chain
- Porcino Clor
  £1

C
- Vallisneria
- Micro Sag.
- Ludwigia
- Elodea Dens
- Amazon Chain
- Porcino Clor
  £1

D
- Nymphaea Stellata
- Giant Wraggle
- Azolla
- Giant Sagittaria
- Cryptocoryne
- Indian fern
- Porcino Clor
  £1

E
- Vallisneria
- Micro Sag.
- Ludwigia
- Elodea Dens
  £1

F
- Cryptocoryne
- Porcino Clor
- Sagittaria
- Ludwigia
  £1

G
- Vallisneria
- Ludwigia
  £1

H
- Ludwigia
- Cryptocoryne
- Porcino Clor
- Sagittaria
  £1

SUGGESTIONS FOR CHRISTMAS

Encyclopedia of Water Plants (Dr. Jiri Stodola) 77/6
Freshwater Fishes of the World ... 87—
Illustrated Dictionary of Tropical Fishes (Frey) ... 72—
Encyclopedia of Tropical Fishes (Axelrod) ... 65—
Exotic Aquarium Fishes (Innes) ... 32—
Saltwater Aquarium Fishes (Axelrod) ... 65—
All About Tropical Fish (McNerny) ... 95—
Tropical Fish in Your Home ... 25—
Tropical Fish in the Aquarium (Loderikhs) ... 70—
Aquarium Care (Serbo) ... 32—
Tropical Aquarium Fishes ... 12—

Book Case Bow Front Aquarium
3 ft.—£22 4 ft.—£33

Bow Aquarium with Plain Stand
2 ft.—£12 3 ft.—£15 4 ft.—£23
in white, black, gold and penny bronze

Fully Glazed Aquariums

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Tank</th>
<th>Hood</th>
<th>Stand</th>
<th>Complete</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12 x 6 x 6</td>
<td>10—6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14 x 8 x 8</td>
<td>10—6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 x 8 x 8</td>
<td>10—6</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18 x 10 x 10</td>
<td>15—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 x 12 x 12</td>
<td>25—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 x 12 x 12</td>
<td>25—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24 x 12 x 15</td>
<td>25—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 x 12 x 15</td>
<td>95—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36 x 12 x 15</td>
<td>95—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48 x 12 x 15</td>
<td>137—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All aquaria carriage extra
More on peat
by B. Fry

Peat is formed from the decomposed or partly decomposed vegetation indigenous to swamps and bogs.

The kind of plants that grow in these places, or rather the predominance of certain species over others, determines the nature (chemical and otherwise) of the peat obtained from them.

As a rule, peat derived from sphagnum moss is more acid (about pH 4.0) than peat derived from the various water grasses or sedges. Nevertheless, sedge peat dug from several feet down is more acid than moss peat obtained from near the surface. This is because the acidity of all peats increases as they become more and more decomposed under the weight of the annual spent green waters.

Unless the aquarist knows something about horticultural methods, it is easy to make mistakes with peat. For example, the knowledgeable gardener always gives peat a thorough soaking before use. If he neglected to do this before heaping it around the roots of newly purchased trees or shrubs in dry weather the result would be calcimines; for the dry peat would tend to absorb whatever moisture was present in the roots of the plants and, at the same time, throw off any water descending through the soil from above.

Therefore just as peat should be made moist before using it in a garden, so it should be made moist before using it in the aquarium; for soaked or waterlogged peat will not rise off the floor of a tank (dry peat being extremely buoyant will) unless it is churned up by some bottom-stirring fish. And even then it will not float in the water for more than a few seconds, provided the offending fish leaves the planting medium alone.

As far as we know, peat contains little or nothing in the way of food for plants. Its value lies in its spongy texture which, when mixed with some coarse sand or fine grit, allows the water to circulate freely and pass oxygen around plant roots with beneficial effects. Also, for those plants (and fishes) which flourish best in an acid and low-count bacteria environment, peat (always choose the non-fibrous sort on its way to becoming humus rather than the fibrous sort which is still in the process of decay and sometimes leads to troublesome fermentation when introduced into an aquarium) in neutral to soft water does nothing but good.
purple-headed or nigger barb (*B. nigrofasciatus*) is not a compulsive fin-nipper and it always on the go. It makes a colourful occupant of a community tank. Less richly appurized and not so vivacious as the nigger barb is the checker barb (*B. ocellatus*). This is a dainty little fish, with black markings on the gold sides. The markings are so arranged that they give the impression of a draught— or check-board. Two more peaceworthy barbs are Cumming's barb (*B. cumingi*), gold, with large scales that reflect metallic lights, and the cherry barb (*B. nitida*) with a crimson body, paler coloured above than below, and a dark horizontal stripe bordered along the upper margin with yellow.

Closely related to the barbs are the cyprinids commonly known as "sharks" (*Labeo*). Although the "sharks" are essentially fishes of the bottom they do make frequent visits to the surface. The species with silvery green bodies and red fins are a better buy than the black-bodied red-tailed species (*L. bicolor*). This species will quarrel with its own kind, and if two are introduced into a tank one usually bullies the other to death. But a solitary red-tailed black shark rarely harms other fishes, and if it takes to its surroundings and eats well, or rather gets sufficient to eat, it will make a most handsome and lasting fish. The all-black "shark" (*Morulius chromaphalodon*) is worth its weight in gold. It eats anything, it lives for years, it minds its own business, and though it sometimes grows to a really large size, it does not attempt to molest smaller fishes. When young (small) it is— or should be—a lovely velvety black, but as it increases in size it loses a lot of its rich black pigment and becomes greyish on the underparts and brown on the sides. But it is, all the same, a lovable and spectacular-looking species.

A lot of the easily obtainable catfish bounce or shuffle clumsily over the sand and, in so doing, raise the fine sediment. But as they punctuate their shuffleings or bouncings with frequent periods of rest, and are interestingly shaped and coloured, the smaller ones (such as species of *Corydoras*) are worth introducing into a community tank. But because of their grubbing activities, two are sufficient in a tank no larger than 24 in. by 12 in., or 10 in. by 12 in. Be on your guard, however, against some of the larger-growing, torpedo-shaped catfish. All of them have hearty appetites, and as they do a lot of cruising around after dark, it is not unusual for them to gulp down any small fishes too lethargic to move out of their way.

The smaller characins (tetras) are esteemed for their good looks and pretty shoaling habits. It is a good plan to include several shoaling tetras of one species in a tank, together with a few other different species such as guppies, barbs and platys to add variety, rather than stock a tank with a plethora of single pairs, each of a different species. For a 36 in. by 15 in. by 15 in. tank not equipped with artificial aeration or filtration (for the benefit of the beginner, Continued opposite
Do you want something different?

By Bill Simms

In the large characin group is a section that has attracted the attention of travellers for a long time—even more than it has interested aquarists. But recently some of these fishes have been on sale in this country and a few aquarists have acquired some—with very mixed feelings.

These, of course, are the fishes usually grouped under the name of Piranha, or Piranxs, all of which are carnivorous in the fullest sense.

The species illustrated here is *Serrasalmo rhombus*, the Spotted Piranha, one of those that can look attractive in an aquarium. However, it can reach a length of 14 inches in the wild and quite a small aquarium specimen, if fed on plenty of raw meat, could grow to six or more inches. Consequently biting the hand that fed it would not, then, be very difficult.

This habit of piranhas of taking jumps out of any living thing that moves in the water has been somewhat exaggerated. But even so, there is some foundation for the stories that have come out of South America—its natural haunt.

It seems that a man without a scratch on him can swim safely in piranha infested waters. But if there is any trace of blood on him the fish will attack at once, and if the shoal is a large one, not a scrap of flesh will be left on his bones within a few minutes.

This same ferocious attacking instinct is shown in large aquariums where a healthy shoal of these fishes may be kept. Provided that the shoal is kept well fed, and none act differently to the others, they will all be perfectly safe.

But if some new fishes are introduced—whether of the same species or not—the temporary lack of knowledge of their surroundings will show up as a difference of movement, and they will be attacked and eaten at once.

Not only this, but any member of the original shoal that is marked by the defence of its victim will also be eaten, the whole thing happening so fast that onlookers might find it hard to describe exactly what happened.

A slightly smaller piranha is *S. spilopleura*, which is like the spotted variety but has darker fins and is without the body spots. It reaches a length of only 8-10 inches in the wild, but is just as dangerous as the larger fish.

The *Pygocentrus* piranha, which grows to about 12 inches, has a bluish-green base colour, instead of the silvery brown of the two previous species. It is dotted over its body with various sized spots, and can look quite attractive.

Closely related to all these three piranhas is *Rosaseptilella nattereri*, perhaps the best known of all piranhas. It grows to 12 or more inches, and has vivid red lower parts. On its back and sides it is slaty-grey, becoming almost black on the back, but shining with a silvery light. All over it there are shining metallic spots, so that for sheer effect in an aquarium, this one is obviously the right choice.

If you decide to keep a few choose small specimens if possible, and place them in a well-furnished aquarium, but one that is well filtered. Coming from the tributaries of the Amazon the temperature required will be in the range of that given to the more usual "trops".

Food at first should consist of small live fishes and later the piranhas can be weaned onto raw meat, liver, fish, or any kind of raw flesh. This is the reason that the filtering must be most efficient. All debris must be quickly cleared. Be careful not to offer this meat with your fingers, however. A half to full grown piranha usually takes bites that are just the size of a finger end.

Community aquarium

Let me say that the water in a well-tended tank not overstocked with fishes should stay in good condition for a number of years without changing. Ten neon or cardinal tetras, whose splendid colours help to enhance the appearance of less richly garbed companions, would be all that is needed to keep it captivatingly bright and a delight to the most discerning eye.

But what about the number of small fishes (1 to 2 in.) that may be kept in a balanced 36 in. by 15 in. by 15 in. tank you may ask. The answer is: limit your purchases to about 22 fishes—perhaps 26 if you include a pair or two of inoffensive, air-breathing gouramis (the dwarf, the honey, and the leeri are among the really well-behaved). With this number of fishes, properly fed and cared for, you can hardly go wrong.
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Rat-tailed maggot
by Bill Simms

ALTHOUGH it might be thought that hover-flies could hardly be of concern to an aquarist, for they are normally just slender, bee-like insects seen hanging around flowers in the garden, there is one kind that can occasionally appear to have some connection with cold water aquariums.

This is the rat-tailed maggot, Eristalis tenax, which can reach a body and tail length of over four inches. The body rarely exceeds an inch and is usually about \( \frac{1}{2} \) an inch in length. The tail, though, is extensible (by blood pressure) and is shortened or lengthened according to the depth of water. It lives in the mud of dirty ponds and slow-moving streams. Often, when wild plants are collected for an aquarium, one of these creatures may come in with the plants and cause quite a shock as it grows.

Normally, this larva creeps along the bottom but in shallow water, which it favours, it sometimes buries itself and leaves the tail sticking up to the surface to suck in air. The sight of this peculiar “growth” in an aquarium can be startling, especially when it retreats and starts to move along.

The adult E. tenax looks very much like a bee and has transparent wings. It is a shiny metallic-tined black, somewhat hairy, and with patches of yellow on the side of its abdomen. It is completely harmless.

Eggs are laid in autumn usually along the banks of very slow streams or ponds but sometimes in decomposing material. They are white, of a longish oval shape, and appear to be a little large for such a small fly.

The larvae, when they hatch, show a preference for foul water, particularly if stagnant, and can live for a long time without needing to breathe through their extensible tails or breathing tubes.

Throughout the winter they remain in their larval state, absorbing nutrient from small balls of mud which are collected and separated from the water by a mechanism in the throat. They progress by moving the foot-like pads under the body, and also by some body movements.

When ready to pupate the thin white skin of the larva begins to toughen and the larva creeps ashore. There a period of about two weeks in the toughened state takes the place of the usual transformation to a pupa, and it is from this that the adult fly emerges. One of these larvae seen in an aquarium is no cause for alarm—it is harmless to fishes—but it does indicate that the conditions at the bottom are becoming too rich in decaying material. I would consider it a sign that a clean-out was needed.

Fighting fish
by M. J. Parry

THE society of which I am show secretary (Newport A.S.) has a junior section, a recent canvass of which, indicated that one of their most popular tropical fish was the Siamese fighting fish (Betta splendens). Upon my introduction to the aquatic hobby I must admit that I had similar views, though my great regret at that time was what I believed to be the outrageously high prices demanded for a species which, all in all, is a quite simple member of the Anabantidae genus to breed.

The fighting fish is available in several “pure” colour varieties including black, cornflower blue, green and red. It is unfortunate that all too often nowadays we come across
"hybrid fighters" in which, by cross-breeding and a mixing of the various "pure" strains, nearly every colour of the rainbow is reflected in the body coloration. Although some of the most beautiful fishers I have seen can be grouped under this latter classification, they are frowned upon by one of the governing bodies of the organised aquaric hobby in Great Britain—the Federation of British Aquatic Societies, whose interest is that for exhibition purposes the fighting fish should be self-coloured, that is to say that the whole of the fish, body and finnage, should be of the same colour, the only permitted exception being the Cambodian Fighter, with cream body and blood-red finnage.

The golden rule to remember when keeping fighters, of course, is that no two males should be maintained in the same aquarium. In its native country (Taiwan) contests are frequently held between male fighters, which, when placed together in the same tank, will fight each other almost to the death. It is in this way similar to the cock-fighting of ancient England, with large wagers being placed on the result. The following extract from the book "1,003 questions answered about your aquarium," by J. M. Meilen and R. J. Lamier (published 1936 by George G. Harrap & Co. Ltd., London) gives, to my mind, an excellent description of the fighting techniques employed by the species: "The males of the species are more pugnacious than dogs or cats and with their little bodies flashing imitations of almost every notable gem, their handsome fins spread proudly like a turkey's tail and their gill covers expanded, they assail their rivals with fierce mien and damaging if not fatal consequences.

B. splendens is naturally carnivorous in diet, tubifex, daphnia, white worm, scraped beef, etc., filling the bill admirably. With a little patience, however, the species can be trained to take dried food, especially that containing a fair percentage of animal extract. With regard to water conditions it is neither fussy nor choosy, though seems to have a preference for water of an acid to neutral nature, pH 6.8-7.00. Its natural habitat consists of muddy, weedy waters with low oxygen content, and whilst we have no particular desire to provide water of a similar clarity (or rather lack of it) we should certainly endeavour to provide a great deal of aquatic vegetation in an effort to match its original environmental conditions.

For breeding purposes the Siamese fighting fish, as stated previously, is, all in all, a quite simple member of the Anabantidae genus to breed. It should be remembered from the outset, however, the unique characteristic of the genus in that it possesses an auxiliary breathing organ known as the "labyrinth," situated within the gill cavity, in which air can be stored thereby allowing them to utilise atmospheric oxygen in addition to that absorbed through the gills. The problems to be encountered during the development of the organ will be discussed in due course.

The breeding tank, preferably no smaller than the standard 24 x 12 x 12 in., should be set up to include acid or neutral water, pH. 6.8-7.00. No aquatic vegetation is necessary, although a few cuttings of some suitable plant (Ipomoea batatas, Saururus calamus, Hygrothalia for example) should be allowed to float in one of the back corners, around which the eventual "bubble nest" will be woven. For some time beforehand the fish should have been separated and conditioned on the foods previously mentioned for fish of a carnivorous nature, and by this time, both fish should be "ready to go."

It has been the practice of almost every writer in almost every article on the breeding of tropical fish to recommend to the prospective breeder that the potential breeding pair should be introduced into the breeding tank late in the evening in order that they may spawn around dawn of the following day. With the fighting fish such advice is not necessary as far from spawning around dawn they are, indeed, more likely to spawn during the mid-afternoon or early evening. This is certainly my experience.

Commencement of the intention of spawning is denoted by the male "dancing" around the female, the fans and gill plates extended. Eventually he commences the building of a "bubble nest" by rising to the surface, gulping in air, and then releasing through the mouth his saliva-coated bubbles which stick to form a compact "nest" somewhat irregular in pattern. Upon its completion the actual "love play" begins, the male vigorously driving the female around the aquarium until, when exhausted, both come to rest under the "nest." Here, in a quick action he turns the female completely upside down, wrapping himself around her in the typical Anabantid fashion, squeezing out the eggs, which commence to drop from her vent towards the aquarium bottom. Here, the parental instinct comes in, with the male gathering the falling eggs into his mouth and blowing them into the "bubble nest." Such action takes place many times until upon termination as many as 400 eggs will have been safely deposited into the "nest."

At this stage it would be advisable to remove the female.

Hatching occurs within 48 hours, whereupon the tiny fry will leave the "nest" and commence free-swimming. Feeding should begin with the finest food available, infusoria (or a suitable substitute in tubed form) and, in time, progression should be made to finely sieved daphnia, micro worm, brine shrimp, shredded tubifex, shredded whiteworm, etc.

At around three weeks old the formation of the "labyrinth" begins, with resultant high losses of fry. Such mortality may be restricted to a minimum, however, if absolute care is taken to shield the tank from draughts, and to employ a tightly-fitting glass cover over the aquarium. Sexual maturity is reached within six months, when the males, at least, should find a readily available market.
our readers

Readers are invited to express their views and opinions on subjects of interest to aquarists. The Editor reserves the right to shorten letters when considered necessary and is not responsible for the opinions expressed by correspondents.

Facts, not Supposition, Required

Whenever an article is published on an interesting subject of aquatic life, why is it always spoilt by the author delving into the theory (Greek, meaning "we think") of evolution, with all its maybe's and perhaps's?

We are told by M. Lorant, August issue, article "The Blue Whale," that this animal, possessing wonderful complexities necessary for survival in its environment, once lived on land and acclimatised itself to aquatic life. That if the whale were not buoyed up by water, its great weight would crush its bones, collapse its lungs and it would die. Also, no whales; they died before they could reach the sea.

The article tells us that the blue whale has its nostrils located on the top of its head, as do dolphins. Why? Because this peculiarity is necessary to their mode of life. Science discovered that the centres of breathing are arranged differently in dolphins and whales than in other mammals, which are surrounded by a mantle of air, so they breathe without being conscious of a lack of respiration most of the time; but with the whale it is logical that an air breathing creature, living in water, must be conscious of where it is at each breath, or it would drown. What about sleep? Nostrils on top of its head enable it to sleep on the surface and still have access to air.

Scientists admit that what they don't know about whales is a great deal. How it is that whales are able to survive dives of hundreds of fathoms without developing the bends, or caisson disease, remains unknown. Human divers would be killed if surfacing rapidly from 200 ft. or so.

In an attempt to explain this fact it is admitted, "The plain truth is, however, that we really do not know (how whales survive deep dives) since it is obviously impossible to confine a living whale and experiment on it, and almost as difficult to dissect a dead one satisfactorily" (The Sea Around Us, Rachel Carson, p.41).

The article informs us that the blue whale lives on krill, because its throat is so small that it can swallow nothing larger than a small fish. Why develop a small throat so it could only eat krill? Remember, it had to develop baleen plates in order for it to eat this food.

Address letters to The Editor, The Aquarist, The Butts, Half Acre, Brentford, Middlesex.

A scientist explains: "The ancestors of all whales we know by fossil remains, were land mammals... They must have been preadapted bears if we are to judge by their powerful jaws and teeth" (The Sea Around Us, p.40). Another authority states: "No fossil remains of the land ancestor of the whale have been discovered as yet" (Introduction to Historical Geology, William Stokes, p.419-420). The Sea Around Us, Carson, continues: "Perhaps in their forays about the deltas of great rivers around the edges of shallow seas, they (whale's supposed ancestors) discovered the abundance of fish and other marine life, and over the centuries formed the habit of following them farther and farther into the sea." Notice the perhaps, must have, let alone contradictory statements of authoritative source.

These people don't know, call anyone who questions them uninformed, contradict each other right and left. John Q. Public swallows it as fact (because they say so) hook, line, and whalerone. I know this is only one contradiction, but they are so numerous as to fill a year's subscription of this magazine. Neither time nor space permits more. Since the ancestors of whales had large teeth, powerful jaws, and didn't exist, and this theory (Greek, we think) bases its assumptions on necessity of survival, it is illegal to go through complicated adaptations, which threaten survival in order to survive. So evolution would have us believe.

Apart from the greasy secretion of its eyes, there are many other features, necessary for sight above and below water. No mention was made of these, nor of the whales' sonar system (which is far superior to man's clumsy efforts) without which it could not find its way about in the blackness 1,000 fathoms or more down. Here again little fact is known, but what is, is truly wonderful. The poor would-be whale must have had a horrid life before these developed. I wonder how many were forced to a life of blindness, to say nothing of the "bends," before these special "adaptations" were acquired, or "developed."

Excuse me if I appear frivolous, but when one reads such eminent theologistes as Huxley and Darwin and finds...
that they along with others pass over, and state they intend to, that which blows gaping great holes in their pet ideologies, and give us contradictions, it is little wonder that anyone with thought would be sceptical.

Me! I think life is all the more wonderful the more I see of it, than those who place their faith in perhaps, maybe, general acceptances, and postulations of we thinks. What is it, anyway?

Let's have more facts and less perhaps in the articles. The hobby will be better for it.

John A. White.

Ed.—Mr. White has a point and a grievance. He wants facts and I suspect the scientists share this desire quite moderately.

Pen Friends Wanted

I am a keen reader of The Aquarist which I borrow from the British Council library in Colombo. I am very interested in tropical fish keeping. I would like to correspond with some of your readers who are, of course, interested in fish keeping, as a penfriend. I would be very grateful if you would publish my name in your "Our Readers" column. I am 17 years old boy. I would like someone of either sex between 15 to 19 years old.

I have many tropical fish and other pets such as, dogs, birds, parrots, etc. I would like to know more about fish keeping with someone in England. So please help me.

Yours faithfully,
Manick Amjalhusain
12, Kensington Gardens,
Colombo 4.
Ceylon.

Ozonizers

Since my recent return from Hawaii where I have been studying the aggressive behaviour of several marine fish, I have been subscribing to your magazine and have been very interested in your "Going Marine" series. In our tanks at the Hawaii Institute of Marine Zoology we have been using ozonizers as described by Mr. Ravensdale to good effect against the scourge of the marine aquarium—the disease known as "ich" or Oosidium. We either keep tanks free by giving them continual doses of 1 mg. of ozone per hour per 10 gallons or, in the case of heavily diseased fish, isolating them and dosing them at a rate of 15 to 20 mg. per hour per 10 gallons.

The ozone was added to the airstream running through the sand filters and no ill-effects were noted in the fish, even in newly metamorphosed juveniles where irritation of the Gill Membranes would be readily visible.

I should like to point out that the fish pictured on page 165, centre bottom is actually Abudelfar savidus or the "Kupipi" as it is known locally in Hawaii, not Abudelfar savidus as you stated. This may be readily checked on reference to The Handbook of Hawaiian Fishes by Godlme and Brock, or Jordan and Evermann's treatise on the fishes of the Indo-Pacific Basin.

I hope to see future articles on marine fish in your magazine and would be very grateful if you could recommend any books or papers on the behaviour or identification

of British marine fishes, as I should like to continue my work on territoriality and aggression in fish using easily obtainable local species.

Yours sincerely,
Anne Rael.

The Editor thanks this reader for her comments on our printer's error.

Fish Foods and Your Views

The new generic name of the dwarf butterfly cichlid is now Microphrophas ramirezii and not Aphiopomma ramirezii as in my article in July's issue.

I am very interested in fish foods and would welcome letters on the following points:
1. What fish food do your fishes like?
2. Do certain fishes prefer any special type of dried or live food?
3. What is your opinion on certain foods? Greasy, too large or too small, etc.
4. What do you think of the praises of the manufacturer?
5. Always state food, and if possible the manufacturer, when answering the above questions.

I will reply to every letter sent. Please write.

H. Coles
"Tara", 319 Queen's Road,
Maidstone,
Kent.
England.

I think that now The Aquarist is much much better than it used to be, in quality and quantity alike.

Yours faithfully,
H. Coles (age 15).

Gyrinocheilus aymonieri

In the May edition of The Aquarist, a reader asked for information regarding this particular "loach's" feeding requirements; apparently this aquarist was experiencing difficulty in feeding dry and live food to this particular specimen.

The answer to this reader's query, is as follows: "this loach lives on algae only."

From time to time other contributors to The Aquarist have expressed the same view.

I do not particularly wish to vie with these gentlemen's experiences regarding the feeding habits of the aymonieri; I only wish to inform your readers regarding my own experience in feeding these "aquatic vacuum-cleaners."

It is true that they do seem to ignore dry food; young specimens do prefer algae above other foods, but, when older they will consume Tubifex worms. In fact none of the aymonieri that I have possessed would refuse to eat Tubifex worms when fed to them as described.

Place a tight ball of Tubifex, approximately three-quarters of an inch in diameter, on to the gravel. Always feed on the same spot. The aymonieri will then place its head on the worms and then commence to suck at the Tubifex when sufficient worms are in the mouth, the loach will lift its head and slowly devour them.
that they along with others pass over, and state they intend to, that which blows gaping great holes in their pet ideologies, and give us contradictions, it is little wonder that anyone with thought would be sceptical.

Me! I think life is all the more wonderful the more I see of it, than those who place their faith in perhaps, maybe, general acceptances, and postulations of we thinks. We know, anyway?

Let's have more facts and less perhaps the in the articles. The hobby will be better for it.

JOHN A. WHITE

En.—Mr. White has a point and a grievance. He wants facts and I suspect the scientists share this desire quite moderately.

Pen Friends Wanted

I am a keen reader of The Aquarist which I borrow from the British Council library in Colombo. I am very interested in tropical fish keeping. I would like to correspond with some of your readers who are, of course, interested in fish keeping, as a penfriend. I would be very grateful if you would publish my name in your "Our readers" column. I am a 17 years old boy. I would like someone of either sex between 15 to 19 years old.

I have many tropical fish and other pets such as, dogs, birds, parrots, etc. I would like to know more about fish keeping with someone in England. So please help me.

Yours faithfully,
MUSKIR ABDULLAHAIN,
12, Kensington Gardens,
Colombo 4,
Ceylon.

Ozonizers

SINCE my recent return from Hawaii where I have been studying the aggressive behaviour of several marine fish, I have been subscribing to your magazine and have been very interested in your "Going Marine" series. In our tanks at the Hawaii Institute of Marine Zoology we have been using ozonizers as described by Mr. Rennsdale to good effect against the scourage of the marine aquarium—the disease known as Marine Ich or Oodinium. We either keep tanks free by giving them continual doses of 1 mg. of ozone per hour per 10 gallons or, in the case of heavily diseased fish, isolating them and dosing them at a rate of 15 to 20 mg. per hour per 10 gallons.

The ozone was added to the airstream running through the scrubbers and filters and no ill-effects were noted in the fish, even in newly metamorphosed juveniles where irritation of the gill membranes would be readily visible.

I should like to point out that the fish pictured on page 165, centre bottom is actually Abadeefreg sardinus of the "Kuppa" as it is known locally in Hawaii, not Abadeefreg sardinus as you stated. This may be readily checked on reference to The Handbook of Hawaiian Fishes by Godline and Brock, or Jordan and Evermane's treatise on the fishes of the Indo-Pacific Basin.

I hope to see future articles on marine fish in your magazine and would be very grateful if you could recommend any books or papers on the behaviour or identification of British marine fishes, as I should like to continue my work on territorality and aggression in fish using easily obtainable local species.

Yours sincerely,
ANNE RASA.

The Editor thanks this reader for her comments on our printer's error.

Fish Foods and Your Views

The new generic name of the dwarf butterfly cichlid is now Monophasalus ranierae and not Apistogramma ranierae as in my article in July's issue.

I am very interested in fish foods and would welcome letters on the following points:
1. What fish food do your fishes like?
2. Do certain fishes prefer any special type of dried or live food?
3. What is your opinion on certain foods? Greasy, too large or too small, etc.
4. What do you think of the praises of the manufacturer?
5. Always state food, and if possible the manufacturer, when answering the above questions.

I will reply to every letter sent. Please write.

H. COLES,
"Tara",
319 Queen's Road,
Maidstone,
Kent,
England.

I think that now The Aquarist is much much better than it used to be, in quality and quantity alike.

Yours faithfully,
H. COLES (age 15).

Gyrinocheilus aymonieri

In the May edition of The Aquarist, a reader asked for information regarding this particular "loach's" feeding requirements; apparently this aquarian was experiencing difficulty in feeding dry and live food to his particular specimens.

The answer to this reader's query, is as follows: "this loach lives on algae only."

From time to time other contributors to The Aquarist have expressed the same views.

I do not particularly wish to vie with these gentlemen's experiences regarding the feeding habits of the aymonieri; I only wish to inform your readers regarding my own experience in feeding these "aquatic vacuum-cleaners."

It is true that they do seem to ignore dry food; young specimens do prefer algae above other foods, but, when older they will consume Tubifex worms. In fact none of the aymonieri that I have possessed would refuse to eat Tubifex worms when fed to them as described.

Place a tight ball of Tubifex, approximately three-quarters of an inch in diameter, on the gravel. Always feed on the same spot. The aymonieri will then place its head on the worms and then commence to suck at the Tubifex; when sufficient worms are in the mouth, the loach will lift its head and slowly devour them.
It is a comical sight to see this happen, for the aymoniari appear to have a "red beard" waving and curling round their heads. I have seen a four inch loach entirely consume a ball of these worms at one sitting. I have possessed aymoniari that would even suck these worms out of a feeding bowl.

However, these "loaches" do not appear to be interested in single worms or those that are partly buried in the gravel.

There are two excellent substrates for algae that the aymoniari will eat; spread boiled spinach or lettuce on to a flat rock. Their other requirements are: a sediment free gravel, clear, well oxygenated water. Circulation of water is advised here and when this is provided the aymoniari are more active. Temperature range: 75 to 78° F.

To conclude: I do not think that anyone can give caution answers relating to the keeping of fish and tropical plants in the aquarium. There are too many exceptions to the norm: too many factors known and unknown involved.

Nonetheless, I find that experts answers on tropical fishkeeping, to be very interesting and certainly informative.

Yours faithfully,

STANLEY FOX.

Are Fish Conscious?

Because fish are unable to close their eyes as most mammals do when asleep it is not so easy for us to understand that this is normal as far as fish are concerned. A man blind from birth would know in his own mind what —say red colour was—but it may not be the same as our own idea.

Of course fish are conscious when awake, as proven by the fact that they can be trained to a certain extent to go to a corner of the tank when fed if they are always fed in that same place and at the same time.

Some fish choose their own mate among quite a number and will not mate with any other fish, if they were not conscious, any mate would do.

Fish are only able to sleep when the lights are turned off, because they have no eyelids and if the lights were left on they would soon degenerate.

I think this all adds up to the fact that fish do attain consciousness and do not rely solely on instinct.

Yours sincerely,

E. W. McFARLANE.

Mosquito Fish

Where have all the Mosquito Fish gone? As the author of the article in your September issue says, they are very interesting fish. Fifteen years ago it was possible to buy a couple for about 2½ in any aquarium shop—try buying them now! Could it be the very fact that they were once so common caused dealers to stop stocking them? You will notice that not one of your advertisers mentions them and I have tried several dealers who say they "sometimes have them in stock" as though they were something rather rare.

Yours faithfully,

REYNALD W. COLLETT.

Successful Show

I would like through The Aquarist to mention the Annual Open Bethnal Green Show that took place on 2nd September, 1967. The response to my publicity was far beyond expectation.

I would like to thank all those Agents who contributed and the enthusiasts who entered.

I would like to point out that about 430 people passed through the doors to witness our Exhibition, which in our minds was a great effort attained by our Committee, and a special thanks for our Show Secretary—Mr. A. Collins.

I do think that through this achievement with the help of yourselves and the dealers and National Press that a National Open could be held in such a place, like Horticultural Hall, Westminster. Surely this would give the hobby a tremendous boost.

Yours faithfully,

L. R. SMITH, Press Officer,
The Bethnal Aquatic Society.

Torrey Canyon—Oil Tanker Disaster

I read with great interest the article about the "Torrey Canyon," oil tanker disaster, which was written by the International Marine Study Society, in the August issue of

The Aquarist and Pondkeeper.

So, I feel it is my utmost duty as an aquarist of tropical fish, to help my fellow friends of the I.M.S.S. This information would be of great help to this society.

Some time ago I happened to be reading an article (or better write-up) regarding a new Norwegian invention. This invention could be of great help to get rid of the oil which comes out of many tankers, when at sea. This oil is a deadly weapon to the marine fish, all over the world.

I suggest that the International Marine Study Society takes serious action regarding this new invention by Mr. Trygve Thune, Norwegian manufacturer who developed an apparatus designed to remove any oil from the sea surface.

This is what I read:

Removing Oil from Water Surfaces

Challenged by the constant pollution of Norwegian Fjords by ship oil leaks, Mr. Trygve Thune, a Norwegian manufacturer, has developed an apparatus designed to remove oil from the water surface. Demonstrating his invention in the Oslo Fjord to an International audience, Mr. Thune convinced Oslo harbour officials that his barge efficiently separated the oil cover from the water surface, discharging the oil into the tanks.

Oil on the water surface is concentrated by Mr. Thune’s "T-T" oil boom which forms a fence or wall kept in a vertical position. The oil concentrated in the boom is then drawn into the barge by means of a paddle wheel for separation from the water surface.

Perforation of the separator’s bottom allows the water to pass back into the sea while the lightweight oil filled the room above the water surface, so that it can pass over the edge of the walls into another compartment from where it is pumped into a tanker barge.

The capacity of Mr. Thune’s water surface cleaning device is the removal of 1,500 tons of oil an hour, but there are no obstacles to building bigger units with greater capacity.

Well, I hope this information will do some good to save more marine fishes.

Yours truly,

JOSEPH JOHN BELL,
Pat House,
Church Street,
Paceville, St. Julians,
Malta.

THE AQUARIST
Coldwater fish-keeping queries answered by A. Boarder

Many queries from readers of "The Aquarist" are answered by post each month, all aspects of the fancy being covered. Not all queries and answers can be published, and a stamped self-addressed envelope should be sent so that a direct reply can be given.

What is the correct number of fishes for a pond to each 24 square inches of surface area?

You will find that a pond could hold more inches of fish to the surface area than would a tank in the house. The action of the wind and rain have a beneficial effect on the water in a pond. Do not however try to keep too many fishes in your pond. There is nothing clever in filling the pond to capacity with fishes. It is far better to have a few very healthy fishes than to over-crowd. These fishes are more likely to grow well and also breed when they have plenty of swimming space. For a small garden pond, say, 10 feet by six and two feet deep, a dozen fishes about four to five inches long would be quite enough. The more fishes you have in your pond the more trouble will it be to keep the water pure and free from pollution.

I notice that my pond fish, especially roach and orfe, eat wild bird food, especially crushed oats. Is this a suitable food for fish when given with natural foods and dried insects?

I do not think that the crushed oats with the hulls will be very good as a food for goldfish or orfe. I rather doubt their ability to digest the husks. However, I often see rolled or Quaker oats for feeding my fantails and I find this an excellent diet when used with other foods.

My tanks seem alive with Cyclops, although I have tried many ways of ridding the tanks of them. What else can I do?

Stop feeding your fishes in the tanks and I feel sure that they will soon eat up the Cyclops. Even if you have to withhold all artificial food for a fortnight this will not matter and the pests should be cleared up by then.

Does the Federation of British Aquarists recognise a fantail moor as well as a veiltail moor?

The 1947 standards recognised the Fantail Moor but in the latter standards the Fantail Moor was left out. However, later on it was decided to bring back the standard for the Fantail Moor. The standards for the Veiltail Moor are as for the Veiltail and for the Fantail Moor as for the Fantail except that in both cases the colour must be a dull sooty black and the eyes must be telescopic with clear irises.

In my garden pond my goldfish have spawned and now some of the fry are an inch long and coloured. As most books state that it is all a year or two for them to colour up, can you explain why this has happened?

Most scaled goldfish do not change colour until the following year and some even longer than that. If there is any shubunkin strain in the fishes then they would colour up more quickly. It is probable that your fishes came from a mixed strain where there may have been a shubunkin cross at some time or other. It is a fact that this can produce a fish or two in a spawning which have shubunkin colourings even after twenty years or more.

I have three Roach in my pond and they are six inches long. Can they breed?

The Roach are large enough to breed but whether they do so depends on if there are the two sexes and that the pond is large enough and has sufficient water plants to make a good cover and protection for the eggs.

I have found a powdery substance on the water plants in my pond. What is the cause please?

The powdery substance on the plants can be lime from the tap-water or a fine sand from the base compost which has been washed up into the water by the fishes. If sand is in the compost it should be all cleared out. There is no need for any base compost as water plants can be set in separate containers which can be removed if necessary when the pond is cleaned out.

We have a stone sirk in the garden with goldfish. Recently one has died and it had mould on its side and tail. What was the cause?

A stone sirk in the garden is not large enough for keeping several goldfish. Such a container exposed to the sun would soon get too warm, when the water would lose much of its oxygen. This would upset the mucus covering of the fish and it would then be easy for the spores of fungus to enter the skin of the fish. If any more fish are affected treat with a salt bath, as often recommended in this magazine. In warm weather change some of the water—this should help, but see that you have no more fish than an inch to each 24 square inches of surface area.

I have built a pond in my garden about 6 ft. by 3 ft., and 10 inches deep. Please advise on the number and type of plants and fish to stock it with.

There is a lot of information which can be given to answer your query and the best thing for you to do is to get the book "Coldwater Fishkeeping" from The Aquarist and Pondkeeper, as advertised in this magazine, and you will find all the necessary information for stocking and maintaining a pond.

I have two goldfish in a bowl and at feeding time the larger fish drives the other away. How can I prevent this?

Get a proper fish tank and set it up with plants, etc., and you will find that with more space the fish will be much more contented. A tank 24 × 12 × 12 inches will be of a suitable size.

I have two golden orfe in a 20 in. by 12 in. by 12 in. tank. One fish is larger than the other and it has developed black marks on its body. Is this a sport?

The Orfe is not a sport. Many of these fish develop black marks on their bodies and there does not appear to be any reason for this although the golden orfe is a sport or mutation from the normal Orfe it is possible for the marks to be a form of reversion. Several black marks on a fish would mean the loss of points at a show but otherwise they are not detrimental to the health of the fish.

What is the best way to kill an ill fish?

Dash it smartly on a hard surface such as a concrete path. This has been the method adopted by fishkeepers for many years and I do not know of a better and quicker way.

Why does the water in my fish tank smell?

A fish tank will usually have a slight smell but not an unpleasant one. If the water is foul smelling it is probable that some unclean food has decayed and polluted the water. If a tank is well planted with healthy growing water plants and the fish are not over-fed there should be no trouble keeping it from any bad smell.
Our experts' answers to tropical fish-keeping queries

A plant of *Aponogeton cruentus* has grown well in my tropical aquarium over the last five months, but now it is rapidly dwindling away. Please can you give me any clue as to the cause of the trouble?

It is natural for plants of this genus to die down for a part of the year. During this resting period it is advisable to uproot the plant and place it in a receptacle which does not receive a strong light. A temperature in the neighbourhood of 69°F (20°C) should be maintained. After about three months of this treatment, the plant should be cleaned up (rid of all decayed roots and fibres) and planted afresh in the aquarium.

Is it known who was the first dealer-aquarist in this country to bring in tropical fishes by air?

Menier L. Kantern and the late Arthur Derham were the pioneers who first imported fishes into this country by air. To the best of our knowledge, the first air-load of tropicals arrived in this country in the early 1930's.

Why is *Lebistes reticulatus* popularly known as the guppy?

This livebearer derives its common name from the Rev. Robert John Lachmere Guppy, who first sent to the British Museum, in 1866, a number of this species which he had collected in Trinidad.

Is it a fact that the common goldfish can stand excessive heat better than most of our so-called tropical aquarium species?

Provided goldfish are given plenty of swimming space in well aerated water they will not suffer any injury to their health if the temperature creeps up to 86°F (30°C) or more.

As a beginner I should like to know how to fill an aquarium without disturbing the fish. I introduced water from a wasting can or garden hose always results in a smelly shaped depression in the bottom of the tank. What can I do to prevent this? Can I use soil or silk paper?

Try pouring the water on to a piece of wood about 9 in. square. As the water rises so will the piece of wood. The soil underneath will stay quite flat.

Is there any important difference between ordinary methylene blue and the so-called medical quality methylene blue?

There is a lot of difference between the two qualities of the "blue". The ordinary "blue" used in industry is trimethylthionine and zinc; the "blue" used in medicine is methylene chloride. Methylene chloride is the drug to use for the treatment of certain diseases affecting aquarium fish.

I have just acquired a small albino claras catfish. Please can you tell me whether this fish is a distinct species or a mere colour variety of *C. angolensis*?

The albino claras is a white form that occurs in nature of a greyish catfish scientifically known as *Clistus barbiceps*. The greyish catfish and its albino counterpart are widespread over south-east Asia. *C. angolensis* is found only in West Africa.

My dealer has some slim-bodied hotloach which he cannot name. They are light silverly green to greyish grey in colour, with grey bars, and a dense peppering of grey spots on the sides. Can you help?

In all probability the loach in question is *Borlaeus berdeiroi*. This species hails from Thailand and attains about the same length as the better-known clown loach (B. macrurus). It is an excellent scavenger, but feeds mainly underground. In its larger sizes it is best kept separated from much smaller species.

Is it true that the offspring of the gold tetra (*Hyphessobrycon eques*) are never so handsome as the parent fish taken from the wild?

It is said on good authority that all the young of this tetra produced in captivity lack the golden lustre of their parents. No-one has yet come up with a reason for this difference in pigmentation.

One of our club members said that he never feeds Tubifex worms to his fishes because the worms themselves harbour other worms that live parasitically on fish. Is this correct?

We have read somewhere that a parasitical worm does inhabit the gut of tubifex, but does not continue to live after it reaches the intestines of a fish.

Is the American black-nosed dace (*Rhinichthys anzio*) suited to a tropical aquarium?

Provided that the aquarium is a large one and is not overstocked and the temperature is kept within a range of about 64°F (18°C) to 75°F (24°C), the American black-nosed dace should do as well as any of the hardy exotics.

Recently I came across a small pond in which there are plenty of plan worms for the taking. Are these larvae suitable for all fishes?

Yes, all fishes with the exception of the very small, for fry; for the larva is capable of inflicting damage on fry or some very tiny fish such as small male guppies.

In a pre-war aquarium magazine I came across the statement that labyrinth fish are often collected from waters polluted by excessive decaying vegetation. Can this be true?

As labyrinth fish are not dependent on their gills to extract oxygen from the water, then it is reasonable to assume that pollution, provided that it is not too great or of long duration, will not shorten their lives or cause them any distress.

An aquarist friend told me that he keeps ciclids for the sole purpose of providing *Daphnia* for various fry. Do you think he was pulling my leg?

Water siphoned into a jar from the bottom of a cichlid tank (ciclid, of course, that eat large quantities of earthworms and mosquit) is almost certain to be infested with daphnia. The aquarist will have to make a starter culture for feeding to fry.

I should appreciate some information on the temperature requirements, preferred food, and breeding habits of the Congo tetra.

The Congo tetra (*Paracheirodon innesi*) thrives best at a temperature in the neighbourhood of 75°F (24°C). It is not a fussy feeder and does well on a mixed diet of live, flesh and dried foods. Breeding takes place among plants. There the pair get together and the female scatters eggs that hatch out in about a week. The fry become free-swimming about two days later and need tiny daphnia, brine shrimps and the like, from the start.

---
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Marine queries answered by T. Ravensdale

What is the English coastal pipe fish known as?

It is probably the broad nosed pipe fish (Siphonostoma Typhle) which is eastern Atlantic ranging from Norway to Gibraltar. It grows to 1 in. in length and is closely related to the great pipe fish.

One often hears of a “John Dory.” Is this a marine fish?

The John Dory (Zeus faber) is most certainly a fish and one which is hardly mistakeable due to its immense trailing dorsal fin, laterally flat body, large head and enormous mouth. It also has a large black mark on either side of the body known as St. Peter’s thumb-print. Some people believe the John Dory keeps the herring shoals together rather like a shepherd’s dog. It does, in fact, eat the herring. It grows to 12 in., and can be found from southern England to Spain.

I have several wrasse which I have caught at Brighton but can find no identification for them, can you help?

The commonest British water wrasse is the Ballan (Labrus bergylta). It is brown to red, has 24 rays on a long dorsal fin, has a dark back and a light patch on each side. The fins are blue-green with red spots. Sometimes dark bars run vertically through the body. It grows to a maximum length of 24 in.

The cuckoo wrasse (Labrus mixtus) is a more slender fish with a more pointed nose and shallow belly. It is orange on the sides, dark on the back and with bright blue horizontal lines splashing the body. The females have dark spots below the dorsal fin.

The rainbow wrasse (Coris julis) is a rarer fish in Great Britain and is easily identified from other wrasse by having no scales on the head and spil covers. It also has pointed pectoral fins. It is mainly green with a silver belly and a silver line running through the body. It seldom exceeds 6 in. in length.

Other wrasse found at the south coast include: Gold-simmer (Ctenolabrus rupestris), Centralabrus espelma, Labrus muridu, Acantholabrus pullenii, Ctenolabrus meleps.

Book review

The Sea

THIS is a large and handsome volume, beautifully and lavishly illustrated with black and white and colour photographs. Within the compass of three hundred pages the author has managed to deal very skilfully and attractively with all the aspects of his subject—the origin of earth and sea; underwater geology, waves and winds, tides and ocean currents; life in the sea; the coral reefs; the art of navigation and voyages of discovery; world fisheries and other industries which harvest from the oceans; underwater archaeology; diving equipment and living under the sea etc., etc. A very comprehensive work crammed with information and interest while managing to be as gripping as a well-written adventure story.

The quillworts Isoetes sp.

by Philip Swindells

THE quillworts (Isoetes sp.) are a genus of hardly submerged, aquatic phaeophytes suitable for cultivation in both the garden pool and coldwater aquarium.

The principal species is the Common Quillwort (Isoetes lacustris) which in its wild state is found growing on the beds of lakes and tarns in the mountainous regions of Great Britain, Northern Europe and North America. The stiff quill-like leaves are dark olive-green and arise from a small circular brown corm. Under natural conditions the leaves often attain a length of some eight or ten inches, become slightly flaccid, and move and sway with every ripple of the water. When grown in an aquarium or pool, however, the leaves rarely exceed four inches in height and stand firm and erect like very stout porcupine quills. At the base of each quill is a small swollen area that encloses the hard round spore capsule which contains both the reproductive elements: megaspores and microspores. The plant fruits during May and June, but unless one is very observant this process is likely to go unnoticed, and indeed to the average aquarist proves to be of little consequence.

In addition to the true species there is a large and most desirable variant (I. lacustris var. Moret), with leaves some one-and-a-half to two feet long, which can be found growing naturally in deep water in certain areas of Southern Ireland. Unfortunately, this variety does not at present appear to be in general cultivation.

A species which is very similar to I. lacustris is I. echinospora. Although superficially much like the Common Quillwort, and classified by many people as a “low-land” form of the same, this plant differs markedly in its natural distribution and in several major botanical characteristics. It is, however, doubtful whether there is anything to be gained by growing this species in preference to I. lacustris, as all the external differences are very small, making the difficulty experienced in procuring good quality plants of this variety seeming unjustified.

The Guernsey Quillwort (I. hystricis) however, is worth seeking. For this plant is like a diminutive form of the Common Quillwort, with slender thread-like leaves no more than two inches high clustering very tightly in a rosette around the small brown corm. When viewed through the water these attractive little tufts of quills look like little patches of freshly sown grass swaying gently in the water. It is folly to attempt to establish wild collected plants of this species in a pool or aquarium, as one will find that in their natural habitats they are completely submerged only at very irregular intervals, and as such do not take kindly to being suddenly and permanently immersed in the water. Therefore it is deemed advisable to pay what may seem to some an exorbitant price, for healthy young plants which have been cultivated completely under water, as success with these is almost assured.

November, 1967
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The Japanese newt
by Jack Hems

ONE of the prettiest newts imaginable is the 3½-4 in.
Trionyx pyrrhogaster from N.E. China and Japan.
Although it is commonly called the Japanese newt,
it is also known as the red- or fire-bellied newt on account
of its fiery coral underparts, which are splotted and blotched,
especially around the margins, with a rich chocolate brown
inclining to reddish. The rest of the body is of a similar
reddish brown hue. Both sexes have a raised line or ridge
extending down the middle of the back, and a pouch-like
swelling around the vent, but in general the male may be
distinguished from the female by his slimmer and shorter
body and more noticeable bulge between or rather to the
rear of the hind legs.

The great attraction of the Japanese newt, apart from
its decorative charm, is the ease with which it may be kept
in a small tank. Unlike our native newts, which seek,
and need, some moist secluded lurking place on land as
soon as the breeding season is over, the Japanese newt
does not seem opposed to living in water all the year
round.

A tank measuring about 14 in. in length is large enough
for a pair. It should be furnished with a flooring of
washed sand or fine grit, some coldwater plants to provide
oxygen, and a small rock with a part of its surface just clear
of the water for the newts to clamber over or rest on at
will. Although T. pyrrhogaster is a hardy creature, with
a wide temperature tolerance, common-sense demands that it
—or rather its tank—should be protected from exposure to
excessive sunlight or icy draughts. Its tank must also have
a cover of fine-meshed gauze (painted, if of metal, to afford
some protection against rust) or glass raised slightly off the
top, so that the newts can breathe but not escape (newts
most newts—are persevering climbers).

The Japanese newt is carnivorous in the widest sense of
the word. It feeds in nature on a variety of small aquatic
and terrestrial creatures, but in the aquarium it will flourish
well on restricted diet of lean meat and earthworms.
Food is taken with a quick snap of the mouth. If the first
snap misses the mark it is followed by a few more snaps
in rapid succession. If these, too, miss the target, all
interest in food is lost for the time being.

It is not necessary to offer food (a small earthworm or
a thin slice of meat makes a meal) more than twice or
three times a week. Also, it is recommended that all meat
should be offered from the tips of a blunt-nosed forceps.
Strict adherence to this practice will guarantee that each
newt receives its proper share of food without any meat
being left over to foul the water. Which prompts me to
say that fairly frequent use of a dip-tube to remove excreta
and vegetable wastes will keep the water clear and whole-
some for a very long time.

It is rare for a pair of Japanese newts that have been
kept in a warm room throughout the year to breed in
captivity, for several weeks or a few months of cold, with
temperatures as low as the forties (°F), are necessary to
slow down the body mechanism (interest in food and
physical activity diminishes with a diminishing tempera-
ture) and prepare it for breeding during the longer and
warmer days ahead. Expressed another way, a period of
semi-dormancy has a recuperative and tonic effect.

A female newt ready for fecundation shows an increase
in girth, a marked bloatedness. She is, moreover, more
active than usual, climbing in and over the plants and
walking slowly about the bottom, with an air of purpose
in her gait. Meanwhile the male, made aware of her
condition by scent, sight, or some strange telepathy (or a
combination of the lot), responds to the magnet of her
sexual attractiveness by curling and uncurling his tail, and,
every so often, lashing it from side-to-side. Besides this
play he frequently raises himself or moves on the sand on
the tips of his fingers and toes. I have also seen a male
swim on to the female from above and then, after a momentary
embrace (or so it seems), slide forward and downward
to the floor. Sometime during these amorous friskings
he extrudes sperms enclosed in a jelly-like substance which
the female discovers, and swallows over. The jelly-like
substance or spermaphore adheres to her genital opening
and releases the sperms into her body. A week or so later
egg-laying begins. She wraps the sticky coated eggs singly
in the foliage of water plants, using her feet like hands.
The leaves of such plants as the elodea and callitriches
are especially favoured, presumably because they are easy
to fold and secure in position.

The young tadpoles are of a greyish silver hue, darker
above than below, with long fins on the dorsal and ventral
surfaces of the body and feathery tufts just behind the
head. These are gills through which oxygen is taken from
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The true water spider

by Bill Simms

One of the most interesting of all our native water creatures is the Water Spider, Argynema aquatilis. There are many spiders that have a lot to do with water, like the Raft Spider, which constructs a raft of leaves, floats on the water with it, and on seeing a possible victim immediately walks over the water surface to secure it.

The true water spider, however, spends all its life below the surface, for though it brushes air, it feeds, breeds, lays its eggs, and rears its young entirely below the water surface.

For this reason it is easy to study in an aquarium, and because its wants are simple—just a regular supply of small water creatures as food—many have been installed in small aquariums. These should have a fine gravel bottom, and plenty of plants with suitable lighting so that they provide the ideal under-water conditions the spider likes and where it can be watched very easily.

One of the first things to be observed is the making of the air-bubble nest that enables this spider to live in water. Having chosen a suitable spot among some weeds, the spider anchors a number of threads, and then swims upwards, paying out threads as it goes.

At the surface the spider breaks through, waves its legs about to dry them, and then re-submerges. Now, however, it is encased in silvery air bubbles and these would normally prevent it from swimming downwards because of their buoyancy. This is where the anchored threads come in, for with their aid the spider is able to pull itself right down to the selected nest site.

Once there the air is released carefully, and in such a manner that it is trapped by the vegetation and threads woven there by the spider. Then more threads are woven over the bubble until it is completely trapped, and forms the nucleus for the cleverly contrived nest of air. This is topped up, as required, by further trips to the surface.

Because of the upward pressure of the air the restraining threads of silk always take the appearance of a round-topped tent, and being under water the nest glistens like silver. To watch the construction of such a nest is well worth the trouble of setting up the aquarium; but there is much more to see.

Feeding the water spider is easy. Daphnia, and other similarly sized water creatures, can be provided, and it is amusing to watch the agility with which the spider catches its prey.

If your spider aquarium is large enough you can watch the breeding of these water spiders, too. The male has to be careful in his approach, or he will be eaten. However, if he is successful there will soon be a batch of eggs stuck to the inside top of the nest—clear of the water.

The young, when they hatch, must be kept dry until they have grown the covering of velvety hairs that will make them waterproof. Then they can venture out into the water and find food for themselves.

In ponds and slowly moving streams the water spiders go into a state of semi-hibernation. To do this they choose deeper levels for their winter nests and there, where there is little chance of frost affecting them, they sink into a deep sleep.

An indoor aquarium, being warmer, may not induce this semi-hibernation but close observation will show that the entire metabolism of the little creature is slowed down, and it may decide to build new, lower-level nests.

---

The Japanese newt

The really tiny forms of pond life are eaten as first food.

With increasing size comes a change in colour. The back darkens and the belly develops reddish tones. The limbs that start as tiny buds begin to lengthen; first the fore limbs, then the hind limbs. Larger food, such as Daphnia, is included in the menu. With the disappearance of the gills, some weeks after the appearance of the hind limbs, the newt changes from a gill-breather to a lung-breather. But all this takes place gradually, and several months may elapse before the young newt looks like a smaller edition of its parents.

The Japanese newt has not always borne the generic name of Triturus. At one time it was referred to the genus Gyotra (some herpetologists argue that the Japanese newt should still be known, formally speaking, as Gyotra triseriata) and before that as Melogryllus praecox.

Given proper care and attention the Japanese newt will stay alive for many years. As a matter of fact, Alfred Leutschacher, in his Vivarium Life, records that it has lived for 28 years in captivity.
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Reptiles and amphibia in Portugal
by H. G. B. Gilpin

For anyone who has fallen under the fascination of these interesting and often beautiful creatures, a holiday in the rural districts of Portugal is a memorable experience. A small party of us spent a fortnight there in March, driving across France and Spain to Riaza which we made our base.

Our first excursion was to a private game reserve at Golega. Leaving the car by the side of some rice fields at the entrance, we walked along a tree-lined path, bordered on one hand by a stream, and on the other by a wide sheet of water which supported a profusion of water crowfoot intermingled with frogbit and water lilies. Willow trees grew along the banks and from the water provided areas of shade from the brilliant sunshine. An immense frog population inhabited the water, the loud, though not unmusical, croaking of the frogs providing a continuous background of sound. Dragonflies, bumble bees and a host of other insects afforded an enormous reserve of food for the amphibians which in turn attracted numerous waders such as Grey and Purple Herons, Egrets and Godwits and predatory birds such as Common and Black Kites to the area.

As we walked along the path, frogs, disturbed by our footsteps, "plopped" into the water in front of us. A stealthy approach enabled me to secure a few specimens which proved to be Rana viridiflava, beautiful little olive green animals with large, irregularly shaped brown markings and a vivid green dorsal stripe.

In the Forest do Arron, a forest of cork oak and eucalyptus trees, two Ocellated Lizards scuttled for the shelter of a loose stone wall as we came nearer. A short distance into the forest we came to an open level patch with rising
ground covered with cork oaks, broom, sun roses, gorse, and heather on one side, and marshy land through which a small stream trickled on the other. Amongst the trees we saw a very beautiful, eight inches long, olive green lizard with yellow underparts and a deep, blood red face. It was extremely active and, although it posed long enough for us to get a good view of it, it vanished into the undergrowth at the first sign of movement.

Many small Edible Frogs were congregated in the water and amongst the forget-me-nots and water plantains pushing upwards from the shallows. These showed some colour variation from those seen in Golega, being brownish rather than green with a darker lateral line on either side of the central green dorsal stripe and half an inch from it. The principal insect inhabitants of this area appeared to be large grasshoppers and innumerable ants.

Returning along a pathway through the forest we had a good view of a large five-foot long Montpelier Snake. So dark in colour as to be almost black, it moved slowly across the path as we approached and then, accelerating rapidly, took cover in a dry, stony patch of ground thickly overgrown with broom. An immediate search yielded several further glimpses of the snake as it slid between the close growing lower stems of the bushes but their density prevented any hope of capturing it and it finally disappeared completely. These snakes feed largely on small mammals, birds and lizards which they kill with their poison fangs. The bite, however, is not apparently dangerous to humans. A Portuguese friend, to whom I described this snake said he was familiar with the species and believed it was not seriously harmful. Nevertheless, he added, he always avoided contact with them!

We spent one particularly interesting day on a farm near Castello de Vide not far from the Spanish border. This was an ideal place in which to search for reptiles. Great grey boulders dotted the dry stony ground. White broom, foxgloves, chamomile and the bright yellow flowers of angel's tears grew amongst the coarse grass. The wide, sun-drenched fields were separated from each other by loose stone walls and on both the walls and the boulders many Wall Lizards scuttled and sunned themselves.

At the foot of the walls a number of Ocellated Lizards were seen. The largest members of this species were observed amongst the grass at the base of some farm buildings. One in particular, a good two feet in length and two inches across the top of its head, retreated into a crevice beneath a huge boulder just out of reach but clearly in view. Its treatment of a stick, gently pushed towards it, to encourage it out into the open, gave ample indication of the power of its jaws and a firm warning of the painful nature of its bite. Eventually it did bolt with extreme rapidity and was lost to view.

These Ocellated Lizards, Lacerta l. lapida, are magnificent animals, their impressive proportions and green coloration, with rows of large blue patches along the sides, forming an eye catching combination. Largely ground dwellers, they feed upon small mammals, other lizards and insects. We saw many of them in Portugal, not infrequently scurrying across the highway.

One of the most interesting spots we visited lay just off the roadside not far from Castello Branco. A stream meandered between enormous grey boulders, widening in several places to form large pools of clear water, before disappearing beneath a stone bridge. We clambered down a steep grassy slope for a closer examination and were very glad we did so. Apart from many small frogs we found, of all the unlikely creatures to meet miles from the nearest village, a solitary goldfish swimming in one of the pools.

In another pool two small eels appeared above the water within easy reach of the bank. I made a quick grab and was rewarded with the capture of a two foot long, olive green Grass Snake with yellow lateral spots. I was
fortunate in grasping it immediately behind the head and
was consequently able to examine it more closely at leisure.
Whilst being handled it gave off no disagreeable odour but
when placed on the ground hissed disapprovingly and
made off at considerable speed for the nearest water.

One sees many snakes, both alive and dead, on the roads
in Portugal where they provide easy meat for predatory
birds. On one occasion a Red Kite swooped in front of
the car as we were driving along, seized the body of a snake
and swept away with it dangling from its talons.

Apart from several species of vipers, the majority of
snakes found in Portugal are harmless, or at least not
dangerous to humans, whilst the lizards are all harmless
and may be safely handled with the exception of the
larger Ocellated Lizards which, although not venomous,
can inflict a painful bite.
The bearded rocklings

by Eric Hardy, F.Z.S.

FEW fish are so often overlooked as the common rockling, which inhabits most of our coasts, even polluted river-mouths like Perch Rock in the Mersey, without attracting much interest from either sport-anglers or commercial fishermen, much less the amateur aquarist. There are three species of these agile, writhing inhabitants of the weedy, shallow, rocky seabed. Here they are most easily obtained by turning over large stones and boulders at the lowestmost ebb of spring tides. Although a little like their distant relatives, the freshwater burbot, they all have a continuous dorsal fin along the back, except for a vibrating fringe at its front (the vestige of the former first dorsal fin) and a single ventral fin along the belly. Also, their long, muddy brown tubular body has such small scales that from their struggles to escape you might think you had an eel.

They are most easily distinguished by the barbels on the upper jaw, for all have a single beard or lower barbel. The widespread three-bearded kind, largest of the three, has two more on the upper lip; the four-bearded kind has three on the upper lip, while the common and bigger five-bearded species carries four "feelers" above its mouth. Once vivipara (or Morella t.), the three-bearded rockling, may be spotted with darker brown in a clean or preserved specimen, but this isn't so quickly seen when you grab it from under the stone when your gumboots are ankle-deep in sloppy mud. The young are even more difficult to distinguish. Although this species grows to 20 inches in length and is sometimes confusingly listed in abbreviation as "ling," most of the specimens we find are six or nine inches, probably because rocklings generally spend their first year of life in inshore waters.

This used to be nicknamed St. Mary's Trout in North Wales, and I am writing this exactly 100 years since a record 19-inch specimen was caught near Bangor in August 1867. The nickname was probably given it by the monks of old Bangor cathedral catching it in their weir in the Menai Strait about 8th December, the Feast of the Conception. It is the common kind on the north Devon coast, commoner than the five-bearded.

The spotless four-bearded species, caeruleus, is scarcer and hasn't been recorded so large, while the five-bearded mustellus is more restricted to inshore waters, even spawning in rather polluted estuaries. In the Bristol Channel the latter is known as "Slippery Cod" and is eaten. All their eggs drift with the plankton, in spring and summer, and they all seem to favour rocky or seaweed beds where they can hide. When they are just over an inch long, the "mackerel midgets" as they young used to be known, from their large pelvic fins, begin to lose their silvery appearance and sink to the bottom for their adult life. It is at this stage that they are most easily kept in the aquarium. However, the eggs were hatched in an aquarium, by Brook, in five or six days, so far back as 1884. Of course, if they are fed too heavily they will grow to large proportions in a few years. Like very young wintering cod, which are near relatives, they are sometimes found in the sea, living in company with jellyfish, probably partly for the protection the iridescent tentacles give these fish, keeping predators, and partly for scraps they may obtain from the jellyfish's food.

With a good filter and plenty of sand at the bottom, and all stones scrubbed clean before being added, the tank should last some weeks with only occasional topping-up with tap-water to compensate for evaporation, but with the occasional addition of sea-water. Overcrowding is a common fault with early ventures into a marine aquarium. Shellfish, like filter-feeding mussels, may have interest and use in a bank, but they must be watched for deaths, when their shells gape a little more, and removed immediately otherwise they quickly purify with harmful results.

Rocklings aren't the only fish you'll find by turning over big stones thick with hanging aprons of seaweeds in shallow rock-pools at the lowest ebb of the tide. Around the Isle of Man and Wales for instance you will often come across small blondies, gobies, worm-pigs-fish, suck fish and 15-spined sticklebacks this way. Like their larger relatives, the deep sea ling, rockling have more and larger teeth than has the river-burbot. They all feed on small fish fry and animal life, according to their size, being bottom-feeders as their barbels indicate.

All three species may often be seen in the Marine Biological Association's public aquarium on Plymouth Hoe. They can be transported quite easily in a plastic bag of sea-water, but they don't want to be in glaring light all the while. They are fish of the dark and weedy waters, more active by night, and fond of searching the nooks and dark corners rather than being in the centre of view swimming round like goldfish unfortunately confined to glass bowls of nothing but water in the window's full glare. They are safe to keep with larger, non-predatory fish, and with plant life. Shy and frightened at first, they will settle down and become less retiring in time. Some green seaweed anchored to the bottom will be a useful addition to the tank, if the smaller kinds are used, such as common green liver, like translucent lettuce. If not anchored, this will hang from the surface equally well. A handful of sand-hoppers can be added from time to time for food.
The future of coral fish

by T. Ravensdale, F.B.I.S., F.B.S.S., a.m.Z.S.

Above
The author surfacing after one of his own expeditions in search of coral fish

Far right
colour: The tinfoil angel fish (Pterophyllum altivelis)
On 9th January, 1960, a self-contained diving apparatus, “Trieste,” was towed to a position in the Pacific calculated to be exactly above the deepest place on Earth, the Marianna Trench, an immense canyon gouged from the Earth’s crust in pre-historic times. A heavy sea made operations difficult but eventually two men, Piccard and Walsh, managed to clamber aboard and bolt out the world.

The Bathyscaphe, as it is called, rolled wildly whilst delicate instruments were checked for the last time until finally a valve was opened to allow tons of Pacific to enter the water tanks and the great dive had begun.

At 8.30 a.m. the rolling action of the violent sea above ceased and an eerie calm belied movement at all. The bright blue light gave way to stygian blackness as they sank deeper and deeper until, at 300 feet, the instruments indicated that the Bathyscaphe had stopped. The Thermocline region, where water is colder and denser, had been reached and they were suspended, floating at mid-depth.

Large tanks in the hull had been filled with petrol, which
is lighter than water, to aid ascent at the end of the dive. The lower temperature would have contracted it to allow extra room for water to be taken on thus making the craft heavier and allowing a further descent, but oxygen was of prime importance and time could not be afforded to wait for the petrol to contract and so a decision was made to jetison petrol and make room for the less buoyant water. This decision had to be made several times again with anxiety growing for the Bathyscaphe was continuously changing weight and was at one stage actually rising, but eventually the Thermocline region was overcome and the descent became more stable. Two thousand feet was reached in twelve minutes and once again instruments were the sole evidence of movement. The tiny craft plunged downwards at the rate of two feet per second until the incredible depth of twenty-five thousand feet was reached. The speed was then retarded by the simple expedient of releasing small “cannon balls” which made the craft lighter thus slowing progress. The next five thousand feet were covered at the slower rate of one foot per second.

The bottom was expected to be at a depth of 33,600 feet but at 33,000 feet (6 1/2 miles down) the crew were perturbed to find no register on the echo sounder whatsoever. Underwater lighting equipment was switched on and a powerful beam shone into the darkest corners on earth, but to no avail. Slowly the incredibly complex machine drifted downwards, the most modern device in our planet in the most indefinable corner existing. 2,000 nerve wracking feet of anxious peering into the gloom with probing search lights avoided them nothing until suddenly, at 1 p.m., the echo sounder began to breathe. The bottom was near. Eight hundred feet later the bathyscaphe gently sank into the powdered sediment. Seven miles below the surface of the Pacific two men had reached the bottom of the deepest abyss on earth.

The incredible aspect of this equally incredible voyage is the fantastic amount of time, effort, study and cost that must have made the actual dive possible at all. Man's quest for knowledge is insatiable and attempts to gain more are applauded by all and yet it is my firm belief that for once in his life man is starting at the wrong end of the problem. He is prepared to go to any lengths for information from the very bowels of the sea and yet he has hardly a notion of what goes on at its surface. Surely one should learn to swim in the shallow waters before plunging into the depths. Within reach of any average swimmer is the fantastic underwater gardens of the coral reef complete with creatures so startling in shape and colour (the most vivid colours on earth can be seen in coral fishery) that one finds it hard to believe and yet we know hardly anything about them. We cannot even determine sex without resorting to surgery and breeding is a complete mystery. Surely we should attempt to name and classify the fabulous creatures within reach of our doorsteps before seeking the even more difficult deep sea denizens.

It is true that a few feeble attempts have been made by one or two Zoological Societies to keep coral fishes alive but this seems due to their public attractiveness more than
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Some observations on the brown discus—Part II

by Graham Cox

Sexing the fish

In all the writings I have been able to find purporting to indicate how to sex Discus, I have found nothing which ties in with the proved sex of my own specimens (on the 10th April, 1967, the fish which I had decided was female spawned on the walls of the cave, with one of the fish I had designated as a male going through the actions of fertilising the eggs—and subsequently eating them an hour-and-a-half later). It has been said that the pelvic fins are differently shaped on males, taking a second downward curve to make an S-shape, whilst the female's pelvic fins are crescent-shaped. My females and males all have crescent-shaped pelvic fins. One authority suggests that the slight bump on the head of the male is more vigorous than that of the female. Despite many hours of observation I can detect no difference between the foreheads of the two sexes. Someone else suggests differences in the degree of pointedness of the posterior edge of the dorsal and so it goes on... I now feel that the only way to sex these fish is by prolonged observation of colour patterns, differences in behaviour and, of course, the slight swelling behind and below the pectoral fins of the mature female when carrying eggs. I must stress, however, that any one of these indications, taken and considered out of context with the others, may lead to inaccurate decisions with regard to the sex of the specimen. I have seen that most, but not all males, are slightly more aggressive than most females, and that although the colour patterns of both sexes change extremely rapidly with change in mood, there is nevertheless slight sexual polychromatism, but I think the next section under the heading Colour Patterns will illustrate this point better than words can here.

The following points should be noticed:
(a) With the exception of (c), (g) and (h) (right), the first and last of the nine body stripes are always the darkest and most clearly marked.

Feeding

This is a somewhat difficult aspect of the successful keeping of Discus, but with a little effort and experimentation the problem can be overcome. Initially I could only get them to accept Tubifex worms, but I have now got them to eat live adult brine shrimp, very finely chopped red earthworms (they show little interest in the yellow worm species), white worms, Daphnia, mosquito larvac, and surprisingly, mussels collected fresh from the beach and chopped very finely with a clean razor blade. One of the males will occasionally take a little of a well-known German dried food; but only if he hasn't eaten for a day or so. I see no reason why tank-raised Discus shouldn't be trained to eat a good quality dried food, but mine are wild and would apparently starve rather than eat prepared foods regularly. It would appear that Tubifex worms, small

Table showing sexual polychromatism in the Brown Discus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Male</th>
<th>Female</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Normal Colour</td>
<td>Body pale brown with medium brown stripes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggression Colour</td>
<td>Perhaps the most dramatic example of polychromatism in the sexes. The dark stripes fade to a fawnish-green and the body colour deepens resulting in a juxtaposition of the light and dark areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submission Colour</td>
<td>Almost identical to (b) above. i.e., a submissive male adopts female's normal coloration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexually-stimulated Colour</td>
<td>Body becomes saffron yellow. Head turns deep brown from eye stripe, round the Gill-cover to base of the first stripe under the Gill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Observations on the brown discus—continued

crustaceans and aquatic insect larvae form the diet of these fish in the Amazon. This is because their gullets are extremely narrow (or at least the gullets of my last two dead specimens appeared to be after dissection). When chopping earthworms and mussels, the pieces must not be larger than ½ in. in diameter or the cichlids will spit them out, take them back into the mouth and spit them out again several times before finally deciding that that particular piece cannot be swallowed because of its size.

It has always been obvious that the pale blue coloration of the head and fin stripes is greatly heightened after a feeding of salt-water mussels. They also grow very rapidly on this diet, and I can only presume that the high salinity-high protein content of this food is responsible. In fact, Dr. Günther Sterba in his encyclopaedic work, *Freshwater Fishes of the World*, suggests that the addition of one tablespoonful of sea-salts to each two gallons of the aquarium water is beneficial to near-mature specimens, although I wouldn't think that these fish could possibly experience this degree of salinity in the higher reaches of the Amazon.

When describing the layout of the tank for Discus it will be remembered that I said several connecting areas were left free of plants. The reason for this is that when feeding Tubifex worms, inevitably several fall unnoticed through the bottom of the worm feeder, and burrow into the gravel. If the bottom of the tank is too thickly planted, the fish will be unable to retrieve these worms. However, if it is so arranged that the worm-feeding pot flows over a bare patch, the fish will retrieve them from the gravel by a very characteristic action. By suddenly clamping both gill covers closed, and reducing the volume of the buccal cavity, a powerful jet of water is directed from the mouth towards the established worms and "blasts" them out of the compost so that they can be eaten. In view of this, when furnishing a tank for Discus, one must strike a balance between providing enough plant coverage to make these nervous fish feel secure and leaving a few bare patches so that the fish can recover lost food.

Important precautions to be taken when keeping Discus

1. Discus are definitely not fish which take kindly to the presence of other species. Of the original five specimens purchased in February, 1966, one was killed within 10 days of purchase by a three-quarter grown male Angel fish (*Pterophyllum scalare*), which took exception to the Pompador's interest in the large Amazon Sword plant. This, the first of the quintet to die, was a large female. Two
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days later, a male died after a Sticking loach (Gyrinocheilus aymonieri) had firmly attached itself to the fish’s side. The Discus went berserk and beat itself to death against the walls of the tank before anyone could help it. It is possible that the mucus secretion which Discus produce, particularly after breeding, for feeding the fry, is attractive in taste to the loach.

In short, I would never again keep any other fish with Discus.

2. Blindness

In the densely overgrown stretches of water where Discus occur in the wild, it is obvious that not too much light will penetrate through to the water. I have seen two Discus already (not my own) which have been blinded by too intense light. A good indication of blindness (assuming that the cornes is not opaque so that the reason for blindness is obvious anyway), is that the fish permanently adopts the pre-dead dark brown coloration, since the chromatophores of the skin cannot be controlled by the fishes sight reflexes.

3. Fighting

In my experience a great deal of nonsense has been written about the so-called docility of Discus. Whilst it is true that they seldom molest other species, my two males have frequent and serious fights, consisting mostly of mouth-to-mouth attacks, threats and maneuvering around each other without the exaggerated body-waggling of the male/female display movements. This aggression always occurs after feeding. It was to give the smaller of the two males a retreat that I built the cave previously mentioned (see photographs).

4. Fine gravel

A gravel larger than 3 in. to 3 in. dia. should not be used for two reasons:
(a) It will not filter as effectively as the smaller grades, and,
(b) the fish will be unable to blow it aside and recover lost worms.

5. Diseases and Wounds

(a) If the fish are kept too cold, i.e., at 75–78°F, they become very prone to a peculiar, possibly cancræos, growth in the mouth. These growths are grey in colour and resemble small pieces of cauliflower. They can be successfully cut away with a sharp scalpel or razor blade, and afterwards the raw flesh resulting in the mouth should be painted daily with acriflavine solution.

4 Showing the two males fighting viciously, using the normal cichlid tactics of mouth-bugging. Both males are showing the typical Discus male aggression colour (refer Section b. in Table) in which the dark stripes light stripes arrangement is in juxtaposition. The female at top is showing normal coloration (Section b. in Table) for her sex.

(b) Damage to the flesh of the head and body caused by fighting and accidental collisions with rocks can be prevented from becoming fungused by painting with acriflavine every two days.

6. Changes of Water

In conclusion, let me say that in common with others who have successfully kept Discus (my three survivors are still in excellent condition after over a year of living in their present tank), I strongly recommend a fairly frequent change of water. I exchange 10 gallons of tank water for the same volume of tap water every three weeks. It would appear that this is effective in keeping the amount of dissolved plant nutrients, mostly nitrates, produced by the fish as excreta, at a low level. This depresses the Indomonas and bacteria populations which are harmful to the fish. I consider it possible that the reason why the Symphysodon species have evolved their skin-secretion fry food is because in their native rivers, the water has a high acid content and low hardness level. Consequently there are none of the micro-organisms present in harder, neutral waters which normally provide the first food for fry.
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Coral fishes

a genuine search for knowledge. Unfortunately, very few of these attempts have been successful and even the mightiest public aquariums seem to have given up the battle.

As with any field not attracting the attention of large authorities amateurs have taken the lead. This is not as discouraging as it may seem for nearly all pioneer schemes in search of knowledge have been piloted by amateurs. In fact, the first attempts to reach the bottom of the sea were made by amateurs and an amateur was the first to fly in the air. The responsible bodies only become responsible when the goal has already been sighted!

Coral fish keeping, due to its complexity and expense, is almost unknown in public aquariums and yet I know of many private enthusiasts who spend all their time, money and devotion in an attempt to keep tropical marine fishes alive in their home parlours—and they are succeeding! They have all experienced success to a moderate degree and can keep coral fishes alive sometimes for six months on end and yet there is hardly a zoo in the world capable of keeping even the common octopus alive for much longer!

As with all fanatics, and I must confess to being one, I am convinced that I have my fingers around the egg of truth in coral fish keeping and have expressed these views in a book “Coral Fishes” soon to be published by Foyles. The most extraordinary point about this publication, which explains how coral fish may be kept and maintained in even the home aquarium, is that it is the first in this new branch of zoology to come from Great Britain. It is a pity that it had to come from an amateur.
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Breeding goldfish—rearing the fry
by A. Boarder

In my previous article I dealt with the hatching of the eggs and what could go wrong to prevent a good hatching. When the fry have actually hatched there are still a few things which can go wrong. The fry will attach themselves to plants or to the side of the tank when they first hatch. If any aeration has been used whilst the eggs were incubating it may be better now to either cut out this or reduce the strength. The fry should not be disturbed more than is absolutely necessary. They have a yolk sac attached to them from which they will get their nourishment for the first couple of days. If the water appears to be fresh and is not too cloudy the aerator can be dispensed with.

The fry will be free swimming once the egg sac has been absorbed and it is then that the fry will be searching for food. This first food must be very small and in native waters this is present in the water as a form of tiny animal life known as infusoria. Infusoria can be cultured by various methods and the chief methods are to provide a water with some decaying vegetation on which the infusoria can feed. Usually this water is not very pure for the fry and so there can be some danger if too much of the polluted water is added to the fry tank. I find that the safest method of feeding fry in the early stages is to use the tubed food in liquid form. This will be eaten by the fry and is not as likely to pollute the water as infusoria, although it will be found that the addition of this liquid food will encourage the formation and growth of infusoria. A few drops a day will be enough unless there are a large number of fry in the tank.

Naturally the number of fry will regulate the amount of food which is given and at no time will it be necessary to give too much which could pollute the water. If there are some water plants in the tank the fry will be feeding from these most of the time. They appear to be able to find plenty of tiny live food among the fine-leaved plants. If the method of breeding has been to take water plants with eggs from a pond for hatching in safety, it is almost certain that there may be some forms of life in the water. Any water snails among the plants will not be of any danger now that the eggs have hatched but there may well be other forms of life which could devour the fry.

If there were any news in the breeding pond it is almost certain that some of their tadpoles will hatch out in the hatching tank. When they first hatch they can be distinguished from fish fry by their colour and shape. They are thicker in the body and paler in colour. They are also slower swimmers, as when the fry do swim they move swiftly in the water, much faster than do the newt tadpoles. There could also be the larvae of water beetles or dragon flies as well as water boatmen. All of these could eat the fry. Although the newt tadpoles are slow at first they soon grow and at a faster rate than the fish fry. They are then able to eat many of the fry as they appear to lie in wait for them as they move around feeding.

Over many years with varying success at rearing fry I have found that the very safest method to adopt is to move the fry into a fresh clean tank where as far as you can manage the water is quite free from any pests which might be dangerous. It may seem to be a very difficult task to catch the fry in order to put them into the fresh safe tank. I have found that the best way is to get the spare tank set up with matured water and with a few pieces of water plant. These plants must be thoroughly cleaned with some permanganate of potash to a beetroot colour before being placed in the fresh tank. Do not use fresh tap water in the new tank but use only water from a pure pond or tap water which has stood for a couple of days in the open air. Having the tank ready, a white milk saucepan or similar object can be used to scoop up the fry. Once the pan is half filled with water and some fry, it can be tipped to one side and some of the water run away. Any pests can now be seen quite easily and removed. The fry can be gently poured from the pan into the tank. They can be counted whilst doing so. If the fry are allowed to run into the tank gently there will be no danger to the fry. At the same time, by making this change the fresh tank will be much safer from any impurities than would be the old hatching tank.

Providing that due care has been taken when preparing the fresh tank there should be no more trouble from any of the larger pests; that is those which are easy to see with the naked eye. However there may be trouble from such pests as flies or from forms of Fungus disease. It may be thought that it would be safer to use no water plants in the new tank but I have always been of the opinion that the fry are more contented with at least some plants, also they can be seen browsing among them most of the time obviously finding tiny forms of life for food.

The question of warmth will arise. There can be no doubt that the fry will grow much more quickly if the water temperature is in the neighbourhood of 70°F. I have usually managed to keep the fry tanks warmer by keeping them in a large garden frame. This has electric heating by cables regulated by a thermostat but is never kept at any where near the above temperature at all times. During the day-time the frame warms up considerably and all inside it becomes very warm. This is mainly held all night but I am not in favour of keeping a steady temperature both day and night, neither did I do so when I kept tropicals. I feel that it is more natural for the water temperatures to vary by day and night.

The liquid fry food will be sufficient for the fry for at least the first week of feeding. Their rate of growth will depend on the temperature of the water, the amount of swimming space and the availability of suitable foods. The first feeds can be when the fry are free swimming and this depends mainly on the temperature of the water. At 70°F, or ab ove, the fry will soon use up the yolk sac and be ready for food, whilst at a lower temperature it can be a day or two later. At the recommended warmth the fry will be free swimming in two days and can then be fed. If a little
liquid food has been added to the hatching tank when the eggs were introduced there is likely to be some infusoria already in the tank when the fry are ready for it. Do not add too much before hatching as there is always a possibility of fouling the water.

The next stage in feeding after the liquid food is something slightly larger but still not too big for the small fry to take. Be advised by the rate of growth and never try to feed with any food which is too large for the fry. Great care must be taken to ensure that nothing is done which can pollute the water in any way. I have found that it is a good plan to change a little of the water in the fry tank every day.

In a six gallon tank about a gallon can be carefully removed. This can be done with the saucepan so that no fry are removed. Fresh water is added with the aid of a fine-rose water can. The water must be at the same temperature as the fry tank and of course must not be fresh tap water. Either allow it to stand for a day or so or take some from a healthy pond, no intruders are included.

A watch can be made at night with a strong torch to make sure that there are no visible pests in the fry tank. One of the finest foods for the fry, to follow the liquid food, is finely mashed white worm. If this is not available some small earth worms or well washed Tubifex can be mashed up. Only a little of such food should be given and it is a good plan to give this through a fine sieve, such as a silk stocking. Anything which fails to go through can be fed to larger fish. Do not be in a hurry to use dried foods. I consider that any form of live food well mashed up is better for a time. Once the fry have got to about a month old they should be much easier to feed and can then take various forms of dried foods. I find the flaked dried foods are very easy to reduce to a fine powder with the aid of worm shredders and this fine food will float on the surface for a time and it can then be seen if the fry are on the feed. One must have patience to watch for this as the fry will disappear at once when anyone approaches the tank, but if one keeps quite still they soon come and start feeding.

The feeding now follows a regular pattern by increasing the size and type of food. One danger can arise and that is when the fry are eating well one is inclined to over-feed and it is then that any unassimilated food can pollute the water that the fry go off their food and the water turns too foul for them and deaths occur. Just one day of over-feeding can be enough to start a bad run of trouble. Always try to keep the youngsters searching for food.

**Pests and diseases**

The feeding will be fairly simple and follow the usual pattern for goldfish feeding. As the fry grow so the food can be increased in size but be very careful to give only food of a size which the fry can take. It will be found that some of them grow at a faster rate than others and if a few get much larger than the others this may lead to trouble. It is possible for young fish to eat or try to eat their younger brothers and sisters. If any are seen to be getting much larger than others it is better to remove them and keep the sizes apart. With fancy goldfish it may be found that it is not always the largest fish which make the best specimens.

The most important part of rearing the fry will be to make sure that as they grow they have plenty of swimming space. Not only will this ensure that they continue to thrive but it will also mean that they stay healthy and are not as likely to be attacked by pests and diseases. Like most other animals they have a natural means of self-protection from disease as long as they keep in good condition. Over-crowded fry will soon become prey to any troubles which may be around.

Many breeders rely on a great deal on feeding with water fleas (Daphnia). Whilst I would not for one moment say that they are not a good food and are usually taken eagerly by all fry, I have found that it is possible to introduce much trouble in the form of pests and diseases by using such food. I have not used any Daphnia for many years since I had a bout of Flukes among my fry. This may not have been introduced with the Daphnia but I have never had the slightest trouble with fry since I decided to refrain from using any live foods whatever from natural waters. I consider that it would be almost impossible to collect Daphnia from an outside or natural pond without also getting many unwanted pests in the catch. If a quantity of water from such a pond could be placed under a microscope I would be very surprised indeed if it did not show all kinds of pests in the form of larvae or young of various creatures. The same objection arises against mosquito larvae and Tubifex. It is quite possible, and I state saucer, to rear goldfish fry without using either of the live foods I have mentioned above. The live foods which I consider safe are: white worms (Lobochiron), micro worms and Grindal worms, earth worms (small ones for young fish), and maggots. It will be noted that none of these live in water and so cannot introduce any water pests such as flies, larvae or nauplii of fish lice, anchor worm, white spot or any of the many pests which live or spend part of their life in water.

One of the first troubles which may attack very small fry is a kind of fungus which forms on the gills. This is evident as fine, cotton wool-like substance protruding from the edges of the gill plates. I think that this may be encouraged to develop if the feeding with dried food has been over-done. Once the fry appear to be feeding well it is very easy to give that little bit extra and which remains uneaten. This soon pollutes the water and in warm water such as is often used for rearing fry, the danger of pollution is increased. Once this trouble is seen it must be treated as soon as possible. A slight introduction of methylene blue, a couple of drops of 5 per cent solution to a gallon of water may effect a cure. I had this trouble once years ago and cured the fish with the addition of sea salt. This was a weak solution and I feared that it might kill the fry, but it did not do so and cured the fry of the complaint. It appears that even small fish can withstand a little salt in the water but it must not be added too strongly especially in the first instance. A very gradual introduction is apparently safe.

As fish get to a month old or more they can be attacked by flies. There are two main ones, Gyrodactylus and

Continued on page 228
The Ceylonese fire barb
by H. E. R. Thompson

THIS beautiful little fish from Ceylon is not truly a barb but one of the Rasbora species and one which, to my regret, is not very often seen. A probable reason for this being that to see this lovely fish in its best adornment, the correct conditions must be provided, but when on display in a dealers bare tank it would be passed over as a colourless and uninteresting subject; given the proper conditions and it would appear to the uninstructed to be a different fish entirely. To bring out the best in Rasbora wateri, to give this fish its scientific title, a well set-up tank with a background of fairly dense plant thickers is essential; soft, a very clean, slightly acid water, preferably kept filtered at a temperature in the upper 70°F will complete the basic requirements. Given these conditions and our "Fire Barb" lives up to its name, for it appears to glow with a warm flame coloration over its entire body and fins, the back being overcast with an ox-blood blue sheen. A very colourful fish and one that catches the eye as it swims gracefully at about mid-water level. Another attractive feature is the very large dark eyes.

The maximum length is 1½ in, and the body shape is similar to its close relative, the Harlequin (Rasbora hortomphila) these two species being less elongate than most other Rasboras known to aquarists.

The Fire Barb will swim with the Harlequin and the two species shoaling together makes a very colourful display indeed, the delicate shades of the former contrasting with the dark heavier markings of the latter. A mixed shoal of eight to ten makes a pleasing spectacle in a suitably planted tank.

Feeding is simple. All the usual good quality prepared foods are readily accepted and all live foods are taken with relish, but these must be of a suitable size and it is advisable to chop worms before feeding. Given good food and the aforementioned conditions and the Fire Rasbora (as it is sometimes referred to) proves to be a very hardy little fish, seeming to live very little and with a fairly long life span; but, to add a word of warning, it is very prone to white spot (Lechthyphloïdia). It is my experience that this fish contracts white spot disease quicker than any other species, so to would-be owners of this little beauty I would say make very sure that any new additions to aquariums housing them are well and truly quarantined. A preventative treatment with PS type I tablets is to be recommended when obtaining these Rasboras or any other species which are to be introduced to tanks containing them. This could save considerable inconvenience and probably fish life.

When it comes to breeding the Fire Barb is classed with the "difficult" ones as indeed are several of the Rasbora group, i.e., Heteromphilia, Maculata, Paracheirodon, and those that have been bred have usually been by accident and the event cannot be repeated. It is quite likely that these Rasboras are community spawners and water with a pH reading as low as 5.5 is necessary. The waters in the Malayen region where the Harlequin and other Rasboras come from are at about this scale so it is probable that the same would suit wateri. It would be interesting to hear if any amateurs have succeeded in breeding this fish. The choice of a breeding pair is very important and self-mated pairs are more likely to give results. The males are vigorous drivers so plenty of "elbow room" is essential. These fish are spawn robbers so removal of potential parents as soon after spawning as possible will provide for a bigger hatching. The eggs are deposited in plant thicketts and have very little adhesive power; hatching takes place in 24-30 hours and the young are very small, requiring rotifers and nauplii at first; growth is fairly rapid and larger foods are soon taken.

To sum up, the Fire Barb is a very desirable occupant for the smaller community and is especially recommended to be kept in company with Harlequins. It is peaceful, active and hardy, easily cared for and of elegant beauty.
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Pests and diseases

Dactylogyrus. The fish become very restless and rub themselves on rocks or the side of the tank. They go off their food and mouth at the surface. The fins fold up and the fishes gradually become emaciated. Later stages show blood streaks on the body and the fishes then soon die. I have found that the pests can be killed by an immersion in a solution of Dettol. This must be a very weak one, only about a quarter teaspoon to a gallon of water. Even then the fish must not be left in for more than a few minutes. Watch all the time and remove the fish to fresh water immediately if it turns over. It will soon recover and it may not be necessary to repeat the treatment, but if any pests survive, another immersion can be given.

The many parasites and pests which can attack fry are those mentioned above but it is still possible for some of them to appear in the tanks. These will mostly be the larvae from eggs laid by dragonflies and water beetles. Both of these can eat many fry and if any are suspected the tank should be emptied, collecting the fry at the same time, and a fresh clear tank provided. Fry tanks should be inspected every night with a strong torch. It is surprising how many pests may be seen at such times which are not in evidence during the daytime.

Make sure that as the fry grow they are given more space as nothing is likely to encourage trouble more than if they are kept in crowded conditions. The cleanliness of the tank must also be a major task as pure water is less likely to be the cause of such troubles as forms of fungus than a foul tank. To avoid trouble make sure that all the necessary conditions are provided and then there should be little chance of losses from pests and diseases.
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Taming of a shrew
by Terry Jennings

Illustration by Jody Jennings

FEW aquatic mammals are suitable to keep in the ordinary home. One notable exception is the water shrew, a courageous and aggressive little animal that bustles about by clear streams and especially near watercress beds.

The water shrew can be seen in these places chasing the whirligig beetles and water-gnats on the surface, or diving to the bottom for caddis-worms and their larve. Its haunts may often be detected by the little heaps of caddis cases on the bank that have been brought ashore and emptied of their living contents. Another good way to locate a water shrew colony is to quietly follow the stream or river bank and listen for their squawking and twittering.

To some extent “water shrews” is a misnomer, for quite often these animals are found miles from the nearest water. Their only adaptations to an aquatic life are a heel of hairs on the tail, which converts it into a rudder, and fringes of hairs on the toes, making the feet more paddlelike. Like penguins, water shrews are rather awkward and ungainly on dry land but they are transformed into objects of elegance and grace on entering the water. Their black, glossy coats are reminiscent of those of moles, but the white colour of their underside, as well as the round, streamlined contours of their bodies, provide another striking similarity to penguins.

Like its more terrestrial relatives, the water shrew is extremely active, hunting both by night and day, and only pausing for short rests. It plays in the stream, running after its companions through and over the half-submerged branches and roots, diving and swimming under water with six-bubbles clinging like silver jewels to the short, dark pel. The shrew paddles across the surface, almost running on the water, but any sudden noise or movement causes it to vanish with a plop. At times the animal walks along the bed of the stream, using its long, sensitive snout for turning over pebbles or delving in the mud for invertebrate food. Although it may stay submerged for quite a long time, it never gets wet.

During the spring and summer, and especially in May and June, water shrews can sometimes be seen collecting bedding and carrying it under water towards their nest. This is frequently in a burrow in the bank, and far inside the female lines a chamber with moss and fine roots, or weaves a round nest of grass and leaves where she brings forth four to eight minute, blind and naked young. The first litter is followed with almost indecent haste by another of about the same size.

This rather long preamble is intended not only to describe some of the ways of water shrews but also to emphasize how extremely active these animals are during their life span of little more than a year. Their constant activity is only maintained by enormous quantities of food for, like its relative the mole, a shrew will die if deprived of food for more than two or three hours. The water shrew is,
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therefore, an exacting charge, but to anyone able and willing to devote the necessary attention to it, this animal is one of the most grateful, charming and interesting objects of care.

Obtaining shrews should not present too many difficulties. In favourable haunts they can be trapped with comparative ease in a Longworth or some similar “catch-silver” trap using fish as a bait. The trap should be as large as possible and offer food and dry bedding for hiding and warming-up. It is advisable to visit the traps as often as possible and to remove trapped shrews with the utmost expedition to their permanent quarters. For those with sufficient patience and dexterity, it is possible to net shrews by waiting for them to appear in a suitable locality or even to catch them with the hand as they run along the bank.

Another, and perhaps better, although troublesome, way of procuring water shrews is to hand-rear the young. It is best to take the young from the nest as late as possible and, to begin with, they should be fed, a little and often, on finely minced fresh-water fishes, mixed to a soupy consistency with milk and the squeezed-out insides of mealworms. Adults are fed on live, or freshly killed, small fishes, frogs and tadpoles. Insects and earthworms are eaten greedily, so too are water shrimps, snails and mealworms. This diet can be supplemented, but not replaced, by raw heart cut into thin slivers and freely mixed with egg yolk, and also by rolled oats and certain proprietary tinned dog foods. Newly-caught shrews eat more than their own weight of food daily, and although this appetite diminishes, a surplus of food must always be available.

The cage for the water shrews should be as large as possible, the larger the better, so as to permit the animals plenty of exercise. Allow at least one square foot of floor space to each animal to prevent fighting and, if there is room, provide a separate nest-box for each shrew.

My two shrews were caught with a net. At first they were kept in a large terrarium containing a deep layer of soil into which was sunk a small aquarium, 10 in. x 7 in. x 7 in. A few rocks and pieces of turf were also introduced to provide cover, and two small nest-boxes filled with dry hay. A further item of furnishing was a sheet of glass about 9 in. square, supported at two ends by lengths of wood 2 in. in diameter and with dry soil packed not too tightly underneath. This arrangement helps the shrew to dry its fur after swimming, and when the soil is seen to be wet and sodden by the shrew's burrowing it should be replaced.

This cage was very satisfactory in many ways but it did not allow me to watch the shrews' underwater activities as closely as I would have wished. Later I transferred the animals to an aquarium three feet in length by about two feet wide. In it was placed a table which took up half of the area of the tank. It was weighted down so that it would not float, and then the tank was filled so that the
water was nearly level with the top of the table. The nest-boxes, each with a sliding shutter over its small entrance hole, were filled with dry hay and fastened on to the table together with a small tin lid to act as a receptacle for food. The idea of the sliding door on each nest-box was to enable the animals to be shut in while routine maintenance of the tank was being carried out. The other item placed on the table was the sheet of glass with dry soil under it, from the original cage.

In all diving animals the loss of the waterproof quality of the skin covering is one of the chief dangers to their well-being. Once lost this water-repellent quality is very hard to regain. One frequent cause for the destruction of the water-repellent surface in captive water shrews is dirt. A slight soiling of the fur will destroy the waterproofing, even when the damage is restricted to a very small patch. Fool water is also detrimental. Unfortunately, the enormous quantity of food consumed by the water shrews leads to large amounts of excrement being produced. Frequent change of water is necessary if it is not to become a stinking brew and the animals sick and mangy-looking. The ideal is to have a permanent flow of water through the tank. Even so, regular attention must still be paid to the removal of solid detritus. The nesting material should always be kept clean and dry for the same reason.

Rest assured that so long as the shrew's fur is absolutely dry when it swims under water, without any dark strand of wet hair showing upon the water-repellent surface, nothing whatsoever is amiss. A water shrew will bite like a tiger when alarmed, although its teeth can only pierce very tender skin. Woolen gloves provide it with a good surface to grip and worry during initial handling. My two water shrews quickly became quite tame and fearless, and took food from my fingers within an hour of my getting them home. They never tried to bite once they had got over their initial fright but nestied down in my hand like tame mice. There is something very gratifying about having achieved what we are led proverbially to believe is very difficult—the taming of the shrew!

---

Book review

The Aquarium and
The Vivarium and Terrarium

THESE attractive books are both intended to stimulate active interest in their subject matter among young naturalists. (Older readers please note, however, that these are not so aimed at children that they are not equally acceptable to adults who are on the threshold of vivarium keeping.) Illustrated with well-executed drawings by J. S. Adams, the style of the author's writing coupled with her practical approach and clear, step-by-step instructions, lead the tyro effortlessly through the fundamental stages of aquarium and vivarium maintenance respectively. One might question the occasional use of runagled terminology in the case of some species described but this is not likely to upset the young aquarist thirsting for, and finding, the practical answers to his problems.
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AT the annual meeting of the Lutonster Major A.S. the following were elected to office: Chairman, Mr. W. D. Songhouse; Vice-Chairman, B. P. Sprent; Secretary and Treasurer, R. E. Waage; Librarian, Mrs. Page. K. Parkeet keeps the members interested at the August meeting with a talk on his method used for capturing a tank for tropical marine fish. After being set up for three months, they were found to be perfectly satisfactory. He had set up his second tank for a year and a half and had received two thousand suitable young fish. Another important role for officers of the Society of Shoeburners is to publish with a touch of well over 500 new fish lines received in Dutch of well over 300 fish species. This committee made minor revisions to their work.

One of the most recent and valued contributions to information on any of the I.M.S.S. services, annual or ordinary, membership, is the publication of the Membership Register, lasting 27 years. The ordinary address was "Keeping, breeding and rearing tropical fish." The results of the British Table Show were as follows: Guennari 1 and 2, Anon Price 3, G. A. S. A. and B. V. Taylor 4, W. H. Knightsbridge 5, M. H. Todd 6, F. J. Day (Hull) 7, D. Forster (Thurrock) 8.


The first Open Show of Harlow A.S. was held at the Park Inn, and a special tape show of the Society's activities was to be held at the Old Kent Road Mission. A result was held at the Tattershall Arms, Harlow A.S. A.V. Fish Show, 1. English Dragon, 2. English Swordtails, 3. English Geophy, 4. English Pigeon. The Inter-Club Fish Show, 1. English Dragon, 2. English Swordtails, 3. English Geophy, 4. English Pigeon.

The first Open Show of Harlow A.S. was held at the Park Inn, and a special tape show of the Society's activities was to be held at the Old Kent Road Mission. A result was held at the Tattershall Arms, Harlow A.S. A.V. Fish Show, 1. English Dragon, 2. English Swordtails, 3. English Geophy, 4. English Pigeon. The Inter-Club Fish Show, 1. English Dragon, 2. English Swordtails, 3. English Geophy, 4. English Pigeon.
The Aquarists' Badge

PRODUCED in response to numerous requests from readers, this attractive silver, red and blue sublimated metal badge for the aquarist can now be obtained by readers of The Aquarist. The design is pictured here (actual size). Two forms of the badge, one fitting the fish tanks and the other holding a brooch-type fastening, are available.

To obtain your badge send a postal order for 3s. 6d. to The Aquarist, The Batts, Half Acre, Barnet, Middlesex, and please specify which type of fixing you require.

The law secretary of the Warrington A.S., Mr. R. Turton, wished to thank all fellow aquarists for their support, help and friendship shown to him during his term of office, and trusts that his successor Mr. Howard Rowley will receive the same cooperation to enable the continuation of the Club's ambitious plans for the future.

The results of the Bradford A.S. open table show were as follows: "A" Class, Mr. Parkin (Bradford); "B" Class, Mr. R. W. Shepherd (Bradford); "C" Class, Mr. G. H. Hoemans (Bradford); "C 1", Mr. H. J. Towers (Bradford); "C 2", Mr. J. Whitaker (Bradford). The Best Dust and Fumes Judge: Mrs. D. W. Ellis (Bradford). The Best Fish: Mrs. D. W. Ellis (Bradford). The Best Plant: Mrs. D. W. Ellis (Bradford). The Best Ornament: Mrs. D. W. Ellis (Bradford). The Best Tank: Mrs. D. W. Ellis (Bradford). The Best Fish Tank: Mrs. D. W. Ellis (Bradford). The Best Ornament: Mrs. D. W. Ellis (Bradford).

A CHANGE of address has been notified by the secretary of the Warwick A.S., the new address being 17, Shakespeare Street, Warwick. The club's new address is now considered a major event in the financial life of the club, and is expected to be a boon to all who are interested in advancing knowledge in this field.

A NUMERIUS of interesting articles are featured in the June and July issues of the Aquarist and Aquarist, monthly journal for September. This month's issues on the second Tuesday of the month of the Woodhouse Centre, Barnet, and is a must for anyone who is interested in developing knowledge in this field.

THE Merseyside A.S. Open Show results were as follows: "A" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "B" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "C" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "D" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "E" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "F" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "G" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "H" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "I" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "J" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "K" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "L" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "M" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "N" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "O" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "P" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "Q" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "R" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "S" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "T" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "U" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "V" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "W" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "X" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "Y" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool); "Z" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Liverpool).

THE results of the Fourth Open Show of the Nottingham and District A.S. were as follows: "A" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "B" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "C" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "D" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "E" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "F" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "G" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "H" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "I" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "J" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "K" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "L" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "M" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "N" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "O" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "P" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "Q" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "R" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "S" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "T" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "U" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "V" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "W" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "X" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "Y" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham); "Z" Class, Mr. J. E. Jones (Nottingham).
The Open Show results of the Stockport A.S. held at the Old Timers’ Hall, Stockport, on September 22nd, 1935, were as follows: Group 1: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 2: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 3: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 4: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 5: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 6: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 7: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 8: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 9: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell. Group 10: E. Price, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Mr. H. Hurrell, Mr. T. S. Reynolds, Miss C. Beevers, Mr. H. Hurrell.
The 5th Annual Open Show of the New York Aquarium was held on 27th September. Mr. W. Forrest, President, and his wife, were among members attending. Notice for the 1967 Officers of the Society for the next meeting will be held on 9th Wednesday of each month at the Cosmetic Retail Social Hall, Beverly Street, at 7:30 p.m.

RECENTLY the Wakefield & D.A.S. were hosts to the York & D.A.S. The results of the vocal competition were as follows: First, Cichlids and Ancistrus; 1. Mr. Qua (York); 2. Mr. M. (York); 3. Mr. Hill (York). Second; 1. Mr. Whittington (York); 2. Mr. Cooper (York); 3. Mr. M. (York). Third; 1. Mr. Qua (York); 2. Mr. M. (York).
FRICKHINGER PREPARATIONS *
a MUST for every aquarist who desires:
HEALTHY WATER, VIGOROUS PLANTS
and LIVELY, COLOURFUL FISHES.

STELLACORYN - For a biological purification of water.
FAKTOR S - To gel amber coloured, soft and sour water.
BIOHARIN - Tracer elements for fish and plants.
DYNOPLANT - Special bottom-fertilizer for waterplants

AQUA-TONIC - Vegetative matters.
LIQUID-FIT - Combination of vitamins for fishes.
ALGO-STOP - Against Algae in freshwater aquaria.
EX-RAPID - Remedy against Ichthyophthirius.

IMPORTED BY THOMAS'S LTD., HALIFAX.

---

BiOrell NEW FLAKE FISH FOOD
Contains vital natural nourishment
Have you fed this wonderful new food to your fishes? They will really thrive on it!

TOP QUALITY - HIGH PROTEIN FOOD
Helps develop full size and colour

STAPLE FOOD FOR TROPICAL FISH
Available in four sizes

STANDARD 1:1
BREEDERS PACK 8:9
DOUBLE 3:1
1 LITRE TIN 22:8

SPECIAL FOOD FOR ALL GOLD AND COLD-WATER FISH
Available in POPULAR SIZE only, 1:3

THOMAS'S LIMITED, SQUARE ROAD, HALIFAX

THE AQUARIST
Are you interested in . . .

REPTILES?
AMPHIBIA?
AQUARIA?

. . . or any other branch of natural history?
Then write now for our free catalogue of
reptiles and amphibia; cold-water and tropical
aquarium plants; hardy ornamental fish; aquatic
insects and larvae; marine fish and inverte-
brates; locusts; stick insects; live foods etc., etc.

THE BRIXHAM
BIOLOGICAL SUPPLIES,
25, Elliot Grove,
Brixham, South Devon.
'phone 2688

The modern method!
For aquariums of all sizes
A wonderful compound □ Harmless to
fish and plant life

BLACK MAGIC
AQUARIUM CEMENT

Unites glass with metals of all kinds,
wood, stone, concrete, &c.
The world's best glazing compound
in 2 lb, 28 lb, 1 cwt packages
A perfect leakproof joint!

Introduction by
CHEMRESCO LTD.,
The Dock, Preston, Lancs
Telephone: Preston 58168:9

Visit us HERE

North London’s largest collection
of Tropical Fishes – Over 100 varieties
of fish always available

T. & T. TROPICALS
128 Clarence Road, Clapton, E.5
Phone: 905 0790

Open until 8 p.m. weekdays, and 1 p.m. Sundays

Wholesale orders promptly despatched
Van delivery London area; rail service outer London

?? CHRISTMAS PRESENT
PROBLEMS ??

Then let your friends enjoy your hobby by giving them:

BEAUTY IN THE HOME
PLEASURE IN PLENTY
A PRESENT FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY

Tanks, fish, plants and equipment
available from us.
Local deliveries arranged. Order early.

WIMBLEDON AQUARIUM LTD.
6 Stanley Road, S.W.19. 01-540 5217
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The Aquarium
The Vivarium & the Terrarium

JOY O. I. SPOCZYNSKA

"The information is presented clearly and concisely, illustrated primarily with simple diagrams and drawings. There is none of the unnecessarily technical and specialized information which clutters up so many potentially useful books of this type." - Children's Book News.

Here are two useful and entertaining guides for the young person interested in keeping unusual pets.

Colour frontispieces Drawings throughout over 10 years each 15/-

The Sea
ROBERT C. MILLER

"One of the best ways in which one may discover what oceanography is all about. Not only is the text accurate, but it is also readily understandable by the non-technically trained person" - New Scientist.

250 magnificent photographs 84/-

NELSON

your aquarium
needs the special security of

ARBOLITE Q.S.
Glazing Compound

Looking at fish is said to be one of the most restful available. And you can enjoy extra security when you use Arbolute Q.S. Glazing Compound, versatile, waterlight and the best product of its kind.

Arbolute Q.S. Glazing Compound is available in green—and there's a pack to suit almost every requirement (tins from 1 lb. to 14 lb., kegs from 1 cwt. to 1 cwt.)

ADSHEAD RATCLIFFE & CO. LTD.
BELPER DENBY Tel. Belper 2201 (3 lines)
For sparkling results in all filters use

SURE SYNTH

Finest quality synthetic filter wool.
Two sizes 3/6 & 18/-

SURE KARBON

Top quality Carbon available in two grades for all types of filter.
Small airlift grade 3/-  Small power filter grade 9/-

From your local aquarium shop

A product of the SCANCO Division South Coast Aquatic Nurseries
GO MODERN! GO FANTASY!

with the new

Fantasy Aquarium Gravel

Delicate Lavender, Brooding Midnight Blue, a suggestion of sunlight with Primrose, Fiery Red, Dramatic Black and White. (Neons and Cardinals are sensational against a solid black). So many colours, such vivid effects, all to be had with a little ingenuity and FANTASY AQUARIUM GRAVEL.

So, experiment! Let your artistry run riot! All you need is a little Fantasy Aquarium Gravel. It makes such a difference!

you'll see!

NOW AVAILABLE IN 2 lb. POLYBAGS

AND REMEMBER: FANTASY FISH FOOD is exactly the same product as that used for the commercial feeding of Salmon and Trout where rapid growth is essential. Now available in 1/, 2/, 5/ and 10/ packs.

You can't buy better!

FANTASY PET PRODUCTS, 13 NUTLEY LANE, REIGATE, SURREY.
RAYNERS TROPICALS (LONDON)
01-888 7973

HOURS 9 a.m.—6 p.m.—HALF DAY 1 p.m. THURSDAY—SUNDAY BY APPOINTMENT

OUR CUSTOMERS AGREE THAT OUR TANKS ARE AMONG THE CLEANEST KEPT
AND IN THE MOST ORIGINAL SETTING

WE HAVE 45 SHOWTANKS SOON TO BE INCREASED TO 85—100 QUARANTINE TANKS

ALL FISH SOLD ARE FULLY QUARANTINED

NOVEMBER FISH LIST—ADD 12/6 CARRIAGE, PACKING & TELEGRAM
OR PHONE CALL

SPECIALS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channa Brevi 5&quot;—6&quot;</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channa Lochei 3&quot;—4&quot;</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eutropis Poli 5&quot;</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heteropneustes Pictus 5&quot;</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebistes Lacteus 5</td>
<td>£2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahseer Barb 3&quot;—4&quot;</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf Fish 1&quot;—2&quot;</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrowfish 4&quot;—6&quot;</td>
<td>£1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channa Bleu 5&quot;—6&quot;</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alosa Anis 3&quot;—6&quot;</td>
<td>£1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gobius Domi 2&quot;—3&quot;</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albino Lyrafilis Molly 2&quot;</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rubber Nose Tetra</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German Blue (Otrof)</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Thicklip) (Thicklip)</td>
<td>£3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apistogramma Ramanji</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astda</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewel Cichlid</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severum</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscar</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancha Black</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Tail Black Bellos</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Stocking Leches</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pterophyllum</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory. Jolly</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Kissing</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acroterus</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Tetra</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Cichlid</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfish</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencil Fish</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Rock—all sorts Gravel—all colours Grow-Lite Lighting Pumps
| Heaters Thermostats      | £2.00      |

GENERAL

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gobius Domi 2&quot;—3&quot;</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gobius biscaranus</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gobius triv.</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gobius auratus</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puntius nigrospilos</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beerfish</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tetraodon nigrovittatus</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pterophyllum</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cory. Jolly</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Kissing</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acroterus</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Tetra</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Cichlid</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldfish</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pencil Fish</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GENERAL LIST

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fish</th>
<th>Price Each</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bubbae</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltenor Tea</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silverfish</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marble Hatchet</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Angel</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albino Salti Molly</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allgold Sword</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tungta Sword</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Red Platy</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Platy</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow Waggel Platy</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean Platy</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samee Fighters</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black Angel</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Angelfish</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink Norway</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Blue</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penny Guppies</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Orange Dermal Molly</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Rainbow</td>
<td>£2.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in fact everything for the aquarist
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**BROAD GREEN AQUARIUM**

Offers a large selection of Gifts for Christmas shopping

A selection of books from 10d. to £10 10 0 covering freshwater tropical fish, tropical marines, tropical plants, goldfish and water lilies.

**Aquariums** all sizes in stock from 12"x6"x6" to 48"x12"x15". Book case bowls 36¾"x12"x15" £22 0 0, 48"x12"x15" £32 10 0, nylon and p.v.c. coated tanks.

Heaters 9/6 each, Thermosstats 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 18/-, Outside stats 22/-, 25/-, 36/- each. Air Pumps 21/-, 24/-, 35/-, and 50/-, Hydro Piston Pumps £5 17 6, Thermometers 3/-, 4/6, 6/6 and 12/6 each.

All type Filters from 4/6 inside, to £9 0 0 outside. Pond Pumps £5 10 0 and £9 17 6 Pond Heaters Floating 42/- each. All types Tropical Fish, Tropical Marines, Cold Water Fish all types, Black Moor, Oranda, Calico Fantails. Pompons up to £5 0 0 each. Pool Liners "Butyl," long lasting 50 to 100 years 17½ sq. yd. Fibre Glass Pools. Water fall Units. Underwater Lighting.

The new waterproof sealer "Dow Corning Sealant" for sealing fresh or saltwater tanks. Silicone Rubber, never cracks, will not shrink, stays white, retains rubbery and damage proof for years.

13/6 per tube plus 1/- post and packing


**Nottingham Aquarium**

65 BIRKIN AVENUE - HYGON GREEN
( opposite Albany Hotel)
NOTTINGHAM
TELEPHONE 79215

All Accessories for the Marine and Freshwater Aquarist and Pond Keeper

**FULL SELECTION OF MARINE, FRESHWATER TROPICAL FISH AND PLANTS. ALSO VARIOUS SELECTION OF COLDWATER FISH & PLANTS MANY POND PLANTS**

Suppliers to Educational Authorities and various Industries

OPEN WEEKDAYS 10.0 a.m. — 5.0 p.m.
SATURDAYS 9.30 a.m. — 4.0 p.m.
SUNDAYS 10.0 a.m. — 1.0 p.m.
Closed all day Mondays

**WESSEX AQUARIA AND PET STORES** (Member of the Pet Trade Association)

25 Beehive Road, BINFOIELD, Berkshire.
Telephone BRACKNELL 3600.

Aquaria, Appliances, Plants, Tropical Fish, Marine Coral Fish—Clown Fish from 25/- each.

Call us:

250 LONDON ROAD,
WEST CROYDON, SURREY.

Phone: 01-688 9165.

Opposite ABC Cinema
Car Park
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INTRODUCING

FOR THE MARINE AQUARIA

EKTOZON

Used by Europe's leading marine hobbyists dealers, public aquariums etc. For the treatment and quarantine of all marine fishes, general aquarium tonic and plant stimulant

Small 5/-  Large 12/-

Complete with full instructions

hw  OODINIMUM-EX

For the successful treatment of oodinium.  Large pack 10/-

hw  SPURENELEMENT

Sea-water trace element solution for correct maintenance of sea-water.  Large pack 10/-

hw  Ph INDICATOR

For marine aquariums.  8/- each

hw  GUARANTEED SEA SALTS

25 litre pack (5½ gal.)  9/6
50 litre pack (11 gal.)  17/6
100 litre pack (22 gal.)  32/6

All packs complete with full instructions

Used by leading marine specialists throughout Europe

Available from your local dealer now or if in any difficulty write to sole distributors:

AQUATIC-HOBBY LTD., 132 Old Wargrave Rd., Twyford, Berks.
Special Christmas offer

from

NORWOOD AQUARIUM

36½” x 15” BOW FRONTED AQUARIUM SET £15 15 0
including 2 tier stand, aluminium hinged cover for easy access. Gold hammer stove enamelled finish.

Included with the above offer completely free of charge until December 24th.

Value

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Montrose Major Air Pump</td>
<td>1 4 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Double Hykro Subgravel Filter</td>
<td>19 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Springfield Thermostat</td>
<td>10 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 &quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot;&quot; Heater</td>
<td>8  6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Thermometer</td>
<td>3  6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>£3 5 6</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Our offer of 24” x 12” x 12” aquarium (1” x ½ angle—not pressed steel) including guaranteed heater, thermostat, and thermometer at 59½ is still available.

Aquariums are for collection only

We wish to extend the Seasons Greetings to all our customers

NORWOOD AQUARIUM 60 Knights Hill, London, S.E.27

Telephone Gipsy Hill 6908. Hours of Business: 9.30—6 pm. Closed Wednesday

50 yards from West Norwood Bus Garage, Railway Station and Buses No. 2, 2b, 196 & 68 pass the door.
HEWISH AQUATIC NURSERIES LTD.

Situated on the main Bristol to Weston-Super-Mare road. Approx. 15 miles from Bristol, 5 miles from Weston-Super-Mare.

We have been direct importers from World Wide Sources since 1948

Always in stock—
Over 20,000 Tropicals. Good selection Marine Tropicals.
20,000 Plants

This is a large Aquatic Nursery with hundreds of Aquariums and dozens of large Tropical Pools.

Trade inquiries welcome

HEWISH, Nr. WESTON-SUPER-MARE—Telephone: YATTON 2078

Visitors welcome daily 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays and Sundays 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

allen aquatics

24 MARKET PARADE, SOUTH HARROW.
(opposite tube station)

Aquarists are cordially invited to inspect our range of Tropical Fish and Plants. Customers are requested to kindly place their Xmas orders early to avoid disappointment, a few suggestions are given below.

Aquaria Complete set ups, installed and delivered free, e.g. 18"x10"x10" from £5.00. 24"x12"x12" from £6.10.

Equipment Gro-well Breeding Trays 21/6. Super Swirlaway Battery Cleaner 57/6. Dynaflow Motor Filter 117/6

Books All publications obtainable to order.

Plants (postal service c.w.o.) 'Popular' Collection 20/-. Specialist Collection 26/-.

Evening enquiries welcomed - Please phone 428 4869 or CON 1068
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EXTRA! EXTRA! EXTRA!

Just in time for Christmas, T.F.H. announces two magnificent new books in the Christmas gift price range.

'BREEDING AQUARIUM FISHES' (Price 75/-)
by Dr. H. R. Axelrod, assisted by Susan R. Shaw

'REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS' (Price 60/-)
by John F. Breen

Both of these books are lavishly illustrated in colour and the 'Breeding Aquarium Fishes' book is a real masterpiece with almost 1,000 photographs, most of which are in colour.

Both these remarkable books will be in the shops from mid November.

T. F. H. PUBLICATIONS (LONDON) LTD.
13 NUTLEY LANE, REIGATE, SURREY.

AQUA-IMPORTS OF ILFORD
MARINES
FRESHWATER TROPICALS

85 Wanstead Park Rd.
Ilford
VAL 4633

All trade enquiries welcome
WHOLESALE ONLY

OUR STOCK OF MARINES ARE SECOND TO NONE, NOT ONLY IN QUALITY BUT QUANTITY AS WELL. ALL FISH ARE TREATED AND FREE FROM DISEASE BEFORE THEY ARE SENT OUT TO OUR CUSTOMERS.

LARGE MARINE SHIPMENTS ARRIVING FORTNIGHTLY PLUS FRESH SHIPMENTS OF TROPICALS EVERY WEEK

THE AQUARIST
J. T. HUNT (AQUAPETS) LTD

HARD COVER BOOKS
- Freshwater Tropical Fishes: 15/-
- Tropical Fish in the Aquarium: 16/-
- Exotic Aquarium Fishes: 55/-
- All About Tropical Fishes: 85/-
- Encyclopedia of Tropical Fishes: 65/-
- Dictionary of Tropical Fishes: 70/-
- Freshwater Fishes of the World: 84/-
- Aquarium Care: 70/-
- Manual of Aquarium Plants: 27/6
- Aquarium Plants: 35/-
- Diseases of Fishes: 47/6

ULTRALITY & QUANTITY

SOFTWARE BOOKS
- Breeding Aquarium Fishes: 10/6
- Aquarium Plants: 10/6
- Aquarium Hygiene: 10/6
- Pond Life in the Aquarium: 10/6
- Diseases of Aquarium Fish: 10/6
- The Marine Aquarium: 10/6
- Postage Paid

We now stock the entire range of the 'Enjoy your Fish' series. Many excellent colour plates in each book.

p.p. 64.

TROPICAL FISH
- A. australis
- A. pertensi
- A. ornatus
- M. anomalous
- Freshwater Prawns
- Silver Sharks
- Red Tail Sharks
- Red Scats
- Adults Golden Rameretzi
- Peppermint-Sucking Catfish
- Black Angles
- Hi-Fin Red Wag Swords
- Large Black Mollies
- Albino Paradise
- Red Male Fighters
- Red Female Fighters
- Moonlight Gouramis
- Blue Gouramis

SPECIAL OFFERS
- Angels
- Black Widows
- White Clouds
- Harlequins
- Khuli
- Red Platy
- 4 for 12/6
- Albino Lemon Tetra
- 4 for 15/-
- Neons
- Penguins
- Cummingi Barb
- Tiger Barb
- Scissorsails
- Nigger Barbs
- Rosaceous

17, Leeland Road
West Ealing, W.13.
Tel. 567 2768
Buses: 207, 207A, 255, 83

I Grand Parade, Ewell Road
Tolworth, Surrey.
Tel. 399 0478
Buses: 281, 406, 418, 283
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There is a **HOBBY** Food for every fish:

**Hobby Mixed (Red)**, a food rich in vitamins, which even some of the cichlids enjoy.

**Hobby Leaf—Green Flakes (Green)** with a high vegetable content, particularly suitable for Mollies and Sucking Loach.

**Hobby Yolk Flakes (Yellow)** containing egg-yolk, very helpful for growing on young fry.

**Hobby Vitamin Flakes (Gold)** includes crushed fly, shrimp and mosquito larvae, a most nutritious change of diet for your fish. Each of the above, price 2/6 per packet.

Breeders' Packs of any of the above, 8/- per packet.

**Hobby Blue Daily**, the best fish food that money can buy; **Vacuum Packed** (As fresh when you open it as when it left the makers) Price 2/6, 3/3 and 7/- per packet.

Trade and Factors' enquiries invited.

---

**from**

**HILLSIDE AQUATICS**

44 Woodberry Way, London, N.12

Phone: 01-445 5430

Importers of Tropical fish and aquaria equipment.
ready
in December
the second
edition of

Guide to Tropical
Fishkeeping

J. H. P. Brymer

This book caters for all categories of this ever-
growing army of enthusiasts. It meets the needs of
the beginner, the advanced hobbyist and the fishbreeder.
It can also be used for natural history study in the
schools.

Profusely illustrated, this is the second edition of a
book that has become a standard work—providing
comprehensive information on the keeping of warm
water aquaria, and the breeding of tropical, fresh and
brackish water fishes.

It discusses the properties of water, electrical circuits
and safeguards . . . it contains a classification section,
with drawings and colour plates . . . a glossary of
biological terms and expressions, considerably expanded
since the previous edition . . . GUIDE TO TROPICAL
FISHKEEPING is encyclopaedic in its scope.

Also of interest to fishkeepers DISEASES OF FISHES 2nd Edition. By C. Van Duijn, Jr. Price 47s. 6d. net. 48s. 6d. by Post.

coupon for 4 colour leaflet

To: ILIFFE BOOKS LTD. Dorset House, Stamford Street,
London, S.E.I.

Please send me the 4 colour leaflet on GUIDE TO TROPICAL
FISHKEEPING.

Name

Address

Date

available from
leading booksellers

ILIFFE BOOKS LTD.
Dorset House,
Stamford Street,
London, S.E.I.
BOOKS FROM WARNE'S—

AN IDEAL GIFT

TROPICAL AQUARIUMS
PLANTS & FISHES

A most useful and informative book which will show you how to set up, heat and maintain an aquarium, suitable plants with which to stock it, useful advice on feeding, tending, and breeding of fishes, by A Laurence Wells. 127 species are described altogether, and there are 12 colour plates showing 56 fishes, and 75 text drawings. 12s 6d net

OBSERVER BOOKS

Two pocket size books which are accurate, well produced, well printed and very good value at only 6s net each. THE OBSERVER'S BOOK OF SEA FISHES describes the habits and characteristics of 164 salt fishes (110 illustrated) and without being technical provides information which will enable the reader to identify all the varieties commonly found around our coasts. THE OBSERVER'S BOOK OF FRESHWATER FISHES describes 82 species which are to be found in rivers, streams and lakes in Britain. 64 illustration in colour, 12 in half-tone and a good index at the end of the book. (Both by A Laurence Wells.)

Further details available on request

1-4 Bedford Court, London, WC2

TROPICALS LTD.

One of the finest selection of Fish in the Home Counties.
Over 200 species in 70 Aquaria.
TROPICAL, COLDWATER & MARINE FISH.
Specialist Suppliers of Aquatic Plants.
Club Visits welcome by appointment.
Phone Hitchin 51604
GROVE ROAD NURSERIES,
HITCHIN, HERTS.

BEKAY

PERRYS FOR PLANTS
1st and 2nd Awards British Aquarist's Festival.
Assorted selections Tropical or Cold 7s, 6s, 10s, 6d., 12s, 6d. Val. Tapes, Sagittaria Nanae, 6s per dozen. Cryptocoryne Beckettii, 2s. 6d. each; Waltlissi 2s. 6d.; Halophilica 2s. 6d.; six assorted 10s.; Water Winteria, Giant Hygrophila 2s. 6d. Post 1s. All Advertised Accessories.

SUPERB VEILTAIL GUPPIES
Awarded "Water Life" diploma. Best in open show. £1 per pair, carriage 5s. 6d.
Charles R. Perry, Professional Aquarist
615 West Street, Crewe.

GRAVESEND AQUARIUM SERVICES
82 PARROC STREET, GRAVESEND, KENT

We stock one of the largest selections of tropical fish and plants in Kent. Live food all week, we also stock a fair range of coldwater fish. Pay us a visit and have a chat.

Weekdays 2 p.m. to 9.30 p.m.
Satyrsdays 9 a.m. to 9.30 p.m.
Sundays 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Open 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. Christmas day & Boxing day

LIVE TUBIFEX

will deliver or by arrangement can be collected

Tel: 237-6165/6

THE AQUARIST
Owen Reid's

Unsurpassed for tropical fishes

Everything for the Garden Pool

Everything for the Tropical Aquarium

Visit the most comprehensive collection of tropical and coldwater fish in the most beautiful showroom in London

Under New Management

12 · Spring Bridge Road · Ealing Broadway

London · W5

Telephone: 01-567 3259

Hours of business—Monday to Saturday, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. · Early closing day Wednesday (1 p.m.)
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Vitakraft
Antimaladin
2 in 1 Aquarium Remedy

Antimaladin the new universal aquarium remedy combats most diseases including ich, fin and tail rot and all fungi. It also eliminates contagious diseases and provides essential minerals. It will do your plants as much good as your fish. Highly concentrated—one bottle will treat 100 gallons of water.

A remedy-preventative especially for Ichthyopterius and eliminates algae.

The new aquarium tablet plant food and fertilizer. Creates magnificent growth of even the most delicate plants.

The safe aquarium aid for rapid removal of chlorine also stimulates plant growth.

The all-in-one vitamin complex. Contains all essential vitamins for fish and plants.

ERIC WOODS (ROSEWOOD) LTD.
ARLESTON, WELLINGTON, SHROPSHIRE.
Telephone: Wellington 2854
Wholesale Distributors Required.

New “NORCRAFT” safety aquarium control panels
(12 months guarantee)

Minor Model £3-0-0
Junior Model £4-15-0
Senior Model £6-0-0

Including pens & packing. Terms of business: Cheque & PO only. No cash accepted. Repairs and Spares available. Senior model only has Heater/Thermometer failure warning. When ordering senior model please state heater watts.

ORPINGTON AQUARIA
PET & GARDEN SUPPLIES
71 Chislehurst Road, Orpington, Kent.
Telephone 28337 Trade enquiries invited.
A NEW SHOP OPENING IN DEPTFORD HIGH STREET
DETAILS APPEARING IN THE DECEMBER ISSUE

"CORAL FISHES"
Their Care and Maintenance
The new saltwater book, 50/- out soon.
Autographed copies by the author, p & p 2/-.
Order your copy now.

BROCKLEY AQUARIA
1, Harefield Road, London, S.E.4.
Phone: 01-692 1674
Proprietor, T. Ravensdale, F. I. S., F.M. S.S., u.m., Z.S.

WEBB'S AQUARIA
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
FRESHWATER—MARINE
SEE OUR SELECTION OF QUALITY FISH AT COMPETITIVE PRICES.
27 WEBB'S ROAD LONDON, S.W.11
PHONE: 01-228 8612

Freds Aquarium
94 Burdett Road, Bow, E.3.
01-909 5714
wholesale and retail
Rail service available
MARINES—TROPICALS
over 100 varieties in stock
Shipments arriving every fortnight
26 Stainless Steel and Nylon Coated Tanks
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HAMILTONS AQUARIAS
286 St Pauls Road,
London, N.1.
Telephone: CANnonbury 8761
Separate showroom for
fish with 50 tanks—all
varieties.
Open 9.30 am to 6 pm including Saturdays,
Closed Thursdays.

MAKING AQUARIUMS
25, Windmill Hill, Enfield
Weekdays after 6 pm, all day Saturday and Sunday.
Wholesale Enquiries Only.

THE AQUARIUM CENTRE
Mr & Mrs M. Russell take this opportunity to wish all their customers a very happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

180 yards from city centre
15 Perry Road, Bristol 1. Tel. 26292

Mr. & Mrs. M. Russell take this opportunity to wish all their customers a very happy Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

THE AQUARIUM CENTRE
Dinoflos £5.12.6 and £6.12.6
Air Pumps £1.10.0 to £10.0.
Filters £3.0.0 to £5.0.
Thermometers £1.10.0 to £3.0.0
Heaters £1.10.0
Saltwater and Freshwater Plants
Tropical Plants
Vallisneria 6d. each 5/- dozen
Ludwigia 6d. each 5/- dozen
Myriophyllum 6d. each 5/- dozen
Salvinia 6d. each 5/- dozen
Ambulia 6d. each 7/- dozen
Ceratopogon 9d. each 7/- dozen
Bacopa 6d. each 7/- dozen
Cryptocoryn 2/6 to 5/- each
Amazon Swords 2/6 each
Pack & Point 1/6
Publications
All About Tropical Fish
Encyclopedia
Marine Aquaria
Dictionary
Tropical Fish in the Aquarium
Exotic Aquarium Fishes
Saltwater Aquarium Fish
Freshwater Fishes of the World
T. F. H. Series
54 ROCHDALE ROAD, BURY, LANCS. Telephone 061-764 5583
The new ‘CLEAR VIEW’ AQUARIUM FILTER MEDIUM

Now in Fine and Coarse Grades

★ FOR USE IN ALL OPEN FILTERS—COARSE GRADE
★ MOST EFFICIENT IN POWER FILTERS—FINE GRADE
★ ABSORBS ALL IMPURITIES FROM THE WATER
★ LEAVES WATER CRYSTAL CLEAR
★ KEEPS FISH IN PERFECT CONDITION
★ IS A MUST FOR AQUARISTS WHO PREFER GOOD CLEAR AQUARIUMS WITH LIVELY HEALTHY FISH

Place approximately ½" layer of the medium between two layers of glass wool with or without carbon.

PRICE 5/-

JUST TRY IT AND SEE THE RESULTS OBTAINED

If difficulty in obtaining send P.O. 6/-—Sent carriage paid

Introduced after extensive tests by

HORNYBY’S

615 STRETFO RD, ROAD,
OLD TRAFFORD, MANCHESTER 16

Telephone: TRA 2989

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

SEE IT ON VIEW AT THE BRITISH AQUARISTS
FESTIVAL AT BELLE VUE ON OCT. 28th & 29th
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Hykro from Denmark

Since 1936 Hykro have turned out the finest quality Fish Foods! The latest is the new Variety Food. One trial will convince you that it is absolutely unbeatable. We ourselves carry stocks of up to 10,000 Tropica (Trade Only) and Thousands of Goldfish. Anyone who has seen our stocks, can tell you they are always in superb condition, and they are fed solely on Hykro Flakes, Concentrated Food, and now of course the new Variety Food.

All these foods are stocked by all good Aquarist and Pet Shops and price is very reasonable for real quality food.

Hykro Natura 1/-. New Large Pack.
Hykro Concentrated Food 1/-. Also in 1/2 lb. Pack 2/-. Fine for all Coldwater Fish and the larger Tropica.
Hykro Turtle Food 1/3. Larger new Pack.
Hykro Tropical Dried Flies. For Turtles and all Fish 9d.
Brine Shrimp Hatcher. With Approx. 500,000 Eggs & Salt Mix 9/-. Tank Separators 9/-. each.
And now the Sensational Variety Food 3/-.
P.H. Indicator. Gives over 100 water tests instantaneously, no mixing no trouble, 5/6 each.

JOE GRASSBY
The Hykro Depot, Mobberley, Nr. Knutsford, Cheshire

Under complete NEW OWNERSHIP

TROPFISH IS BACK

For quality freshwater tropical fish and plants, also FULLY QUARANTINED marine fish

Our aim is QUALITY ABOVE ALL

Come and see the new layout

420 Katherine Road, Forest Gate, London, E.7 — Phone 01-472 0820

THE AQUARIST
SECTONAL SHED, 2 ft. by 5 ft., polystyrene insulated, wired, four power, two light points, floor, excellent condition. £25. Few tanks needed at a very good price. Delivery possible. Also Killies, S.A.E. from David Bell, 17 Manor Close, Redditch, Warks.

SIX CONSTAT Q.E. 10° each, 1st. 4d. postage. Dictionary tropical fish, McInerny, Jones, 5th. each. J. D. Loudon, 20 Mainz Lane, Baslow.

TROPICAL MARINES by rail from G.S.I.—Unbeatable values! 196 Whittington Road, N.22.

CRYPTOCORNE CILIATA (Broad leaf). Ciliata (narrow leaf). Cordyla, Glochidion, Nymphaea (all good species). Monocera (all good cryptocorine). 2s. each, one of each 10s., small 1s. each. Ammonia Branch, 196 Whittington Road, Baslow.


CARDINALS, Neon, Glochidion, Calliaura, Fish house shed. After 8 p.m. Wheelerham, 595 Bevy Road, Brentwood, Essex.

FANCY GUPPIES now available, large breed show fish. Delta, Vale, Fantasy. Evenings after 7 p.m. or write Via Parcels, "Swank," Pole Lane, Little Hulton, Manchester S.A.E. with inquiries please.

A WELCOME AWAITS you all here. 200 tanks on show. About 5,000 fish stocked. Plenty of plants (we offer sample packs of plants of 5s., 10s., 20s., post paid). Why not give us a call? Dr. Ricketts, Homespun Aquatic Nursery, Chertsey. Phone 2418. Open 7 days a week, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Wednesday and Friday 9 a.m.

TROUT PELLETS. The perfect food! (for 6d.) 2s. 6d. qtr., 6s. 6d. G.S.I., 196 Whittington Road, London, N.22.

HOUSE FOR SALE

FOR SALE in pleasant Millside market town with easy access to M6 Mereway and mainline station. Modern semi-detached House, Yewdenmoor, lounge, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, cellar and coal shed. Large concrete garage and schoolhouse. Gardens front and rear with indigenous plants. Price to include 50 to 60 tanks, equipment and stock. Further details to genuine inquirers apply Box 3057, The Aquarist, The Bums, Breaston, Midlands.

WANTED

BUBBLE-EYES, good quality, coloured. Full details to: Speaks, 74 Stanley Avenue, Walsall, Bucks.

ANNOUNCEMENT

MR. & MRS. BRUNT of Victoria Aquatics, Bournemouth, respectfully have to announce that their business is now closed. Many thanks to all our customers for their patronage over the past five years and best wishes to you all for the future season.

APPOINTMENTS VACANT


PLAQUES, SHIELDS, BADGES, ETC.

R. HOLT & SO. LTD, Round House, 4/5 Crawford Way, Crawforde Street, Brentwick, 40. Plaques, Shields, Medals, Cups and Medallions for Aquarists and Bird Societies. Tropical and Coldwater fish centres in full colour. Write for details to above.

BADGES. Bright Brass Badges for your aquatic society are made by R. E. Y. Gurney, Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham 1.

—Tropical Fish—

For one of the largest selections of freshwater tropical fishes and MARINES in LEEDS visit—Pedigree Pets, 164 North Street, Leeds 7 Open—9 a.m.—6 p.m. daily, Fridays until 8 p.m. Half day Wednesday. Plants, live foods and equipment also available. Immediate attention given to postal enquiries. S.A.E. please.

Tel: 28846
657022.

For quality tropical fish and plants, we have now 48 tanks on display, many fitted with Gro-Lux lighting. See the fish in picture book colours, we also have a good selection of accessories in stock and Gro-Lux lighting complete with ballast units.

Now in stock for tank sizes:
3"—43—3.0
3½"—43—3.5
4"—43—4.0
4½"—43—4.5
5"—43—5.0
6"—43—6.0
7"—43—7.0
8"—43—8.0
9"—43—9.0

We are direct importers of Quality Tropical Fish and Plants, trade supplied 'phone or call any time, Thursday by appointment only.

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.—8 p.m.
Thursday 9 a.m.—1 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.—6.30 p.m.

Bonner Aquaria wholesale retail Tel: 01-859 1488
INTRODUCING

SAN FRANCISCO

BAY BRAND

FISH FOODS

For which we are sole distributors for Great Britain

San Francisco BAY BRINE-SHRIMP EGGS

- Hatch in 24 hours
- Much higher yield
- Smaller shrimp easier for baby fish to swallow
- Full simple directions

All this for only:

11 gr . . 7/6
2 3/4 oz . . 50/-
15 oz . . £9

San Francisco BAY FREEZE-DRIED BRINE-SHRIMP

Are vacuum sealed to come to you fresh

A real live-food substitute for MARINES & all other fishes

4 1/2 gram vial 6/6
13 gram can 17/6

DURING NOVEMBER AND DECEMBER WE SHALL HAVE A GREAT VARIETY OF MARINE TROPICALS INCLUDING INVERTEBRATES AND PLANTS

Send S.A.E. for list

The Shirley range of coloured coral is now available to callers. Red Orange-Pipe Coral, Red Cauliflower, Red Seastorm, Blue Cauliflower, Blue Finger, Orange Branch, Red Propeller.

Pieces from 5/- — 50/- each

A MANUAL OF AQUARIUM PLANTS

Hard bound £1.50 post paid or from your dealer

No aquarium keeper should be without this book

TROPICAL & HARDY AQUARIUM PLANTS OVER 200 SPECIES GROWN, SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

PLEASE NOTE—All enquiries requiring a reply MUST be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 8 miles from Birmingham, Midland "Red" Bus No. 150 from Bus Station, Birmingham, pass the door, right at "The Crown," Monkspath.

HOURS OF BUSINESS—Weekdays 10 a.m.—6 p.m. Sundays 10 a.m.—12.30 p.m. for sale of plants only.

CLOSED ALL DAY EVERY MONDAY

TERMS OF BUSINESS—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order £10.-, rooted container and carriage 10/-.

Cold water minimum order £5 plus 10/- ran and carriage. Plants by post (minimum order 10/-) please add 2/6 post and packing.